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(54) DATA TRANSMISION METHOD AND DEVICE

(57) This application provides a data transmission
method and an apparatus, so that a PAPR of time-domain
sending data can be reduced. The method includes: A
transmit end performs modulation data processing on
first modulation data whose length is M1, to obtain second
modulation data whose length is M2, where M1<M2, M1
and M2 each are a positive integer, and any modulation
data in the second modulation data is an element in the

first modulation data; then, the transmit end performs
sending preprocessing such as phase shift, Fourier
transform, inverse Fourier transform, and time/frequency
domain filtering on the second modulation data to obtain
time-domain sending data of one symbol; and the trans-
mit end sends the time-domain sending data on the one
symbol.
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Description

[0001] This application claims priority to Chinese Patent Application No. 201811378870.7, filed with the China National
Intellectual Property Administration on November 19, 2018 and entitled "DATA TRANSMISSION METHOD AND AP-
PARATUS", which is incorporated herein by reference in its entirety.

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0002] This application relates to the communications field, and more specifically, to a data transmission method and
an apparatus.

BACKGROUND

[0003] In a communications system, when a transmit end sends data to a receive end, time domain data generated
by the transmit end may be amplified by using a power amplifier (power amplifier, PA) and then sent to the receive end.
Output power obtained after data of a low peak to average power ratio (peak to average power ratio, PAPR) passes
through the PA may be greater than output power obtained after a waveform of a high PAPR passes through the PA,
and receiver performance is also better. Therefore, to ensure amplification efficiency and the receiver performance, time
domain data may be required to have a low PAPR before being amplified by the PA. The peak to average power ratio
is also referred to as a peak to average ratio.

SUMMARY

[0004] This application provides a data transmission method and an apparatus, so that a PAPR of time-domain sending
data can be reduced.
[0005] According to a first aspect, a data transmission method is provided, where the method may be performed by
a transmit end, or may be performed by a chip configured at a transmit end. This is not limited in this application. The
transmit end may be, for example, a terminal device or a network device.
[0006] Specifically, the method includes: performing modulation data processing on first modulation data whose length
is M1, to obtain second modulation data whose length is M2, where M1 <M2, M1 and M2 each are a positive integer, and
any modulation data in the second modulation data is an element in the first modulation data; performing sending
preprocessing on the second modulation data to obtain time-domain sending data of one symbol, where the sending
preprocessing includes Fourier transform and inverse Fourier transform; and sending the time-domain sending data on
the one symbol.
[0007] Optionally, the first modulation data may be data obtained after binary phase shift keying (binary phase shift
keying, BPSK) modulation, or the first modulation data is BPSK modulation data. However, this is not limited in this
embodiment of this application. For example, the first modulation data may be alternatively data obtained after quadrature
phase shift keying (quadrature phase shift keying, QPSK) modulation.
[0008] It should be understood that, that the sending preprocessing includes Fourier transform and inverse Fourier
transform means that the Fourier transform and the inverse Fourier transform coexist. In this way, after performing the
sending preprocessing on the second modulation data, the terminal device may obtain a single carrier frequency division
multiple access (single carrier frequency division multiple access, SC-FDMA) symbol. In other words, the time-domain
sending data may be an SC-FDMA symbol.
[0009] Optionally, in this application, the Fourier transform may be discrete Fourier transform (discrete fourier transform,
DFT) or fast Fourier transform (fast fourier transform, FFT), or may be another form of Fourier transform. This is not
limited in this application.
[0010] Optionally, in this application, the inverse Fourier transform may be inverse discrete Fourier transform (inverse
discrete fourier transform, IDFT) or inverse fast Fourier transform (inverse fast fourier transform, IFFT), or may be another
form of inverse Fourier transform. This is not limited in this application.
[0011] Based on the data transmission method provided in this application, after the first modulation data changes
into the second modulation data of a longer length, some modulation data in the second modulation data is related to
each other, and is not entirely random. In addition, because a Fourier transform operation and an inverse Fourier
transform operation are performed on the time-domain sending data of one symbol that is obtained from the second
modulation data, the time-domain sending data may be approximately obtained by performing oversampling and then
superposition on the second modulation data; and because some modulation data in the second modulation data is
related to each other, a probability of random superposition of the second modulation data during oversampling and
superposition is reduced, and a probability of forward superposition is also reduced, thereby reducing a PAPR. In short,
there is also specific correlation between some data in the time-domain sending data of one symbol that is obtained
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based on the second modulation data. Based on the correlation, the PAPR can be further reduced.
[0012] In addition, it is found through simulation that, in the data transmission method provided in this application, the
PAPR of the time-domain sending data can be reduced to less than 2 dB. In addition, the data transmission method
provided in this application may be applied to first modulation data of any length, and is not limited to first modulation
data of an even length.
[0013] In some implementations of the first aspect, M2 = K • M1, and K is an integer greater than 1.
[0014] Through enabling M1 and M2 to meet the foregoing relationship, implementation complexity of modulation data
processing at the transmit end can be simplified.
[0015] In some implementations of the first aspect, the first modulation data and the second modulation data meet
the following relationship:

d2(m2)=d1(m1) , m1=0, 1, 2, ..., M1⎯1, m2=K·m1+k, m2=0, 1, 2, ..., M2⎯1, k=0, 1, 2, ..., K⎯1 , where
d1 is the first modulation data, d1(m1) is an m1

th element in the first modulation data, d2 is the second modulation
data, and d2(m2) is an m2

th element in the second modulation data.

[0016] Through enabling the first modulation data and the second modulation data to meet the foregoing relationship,
some modulation data in the second modulation data is related to each other, and is not entirely random, so that a PAPR
can be reduced.
[0017] Further, the sending preprocessing further includes phase shift or further includes phase shift and filtering, and
the filtering is frequency domain filtering or time domain filtering. Even further, the sending preprocessing may further
include a cyclic prefix (cyclic prefix, CP) addition operation.
[0018] The phase shift, the Fourier transform, and the inverse Fourier transform are sequentially performed on the
second modulation data d2 to obtain the time-domain sending data. Alternatively, the phase shift, the Fourier transform,
the inverse Fourier transform, and CP addition are sequentially performed on the second modulation data d2 to obtain
the time-domain sending data.
[0019] Alternatively, the phase shift, the Fourier transform, the inverse Fourier transform, and the time domain filtering
are sequentially performed on the second modulation data d2 to obtain the time-domain sending data. Alternatively, the
phase shift, the Fourier transform, the inverse Fourier transform, the time domain filtering, and CP addition are sequentially
performed on the second modulation data d2 to obtain the time-domain sending data.
[0020] Alternatively, the phase shift, the Fourier transform, the frequency domain filtering, and the inverse Fourier
transform are sequentially performed on the second modulation data d2 to obtain the time-domain sending data. Alter-
natively, the phase shift, the Fourier transform, the frequency domain filtering, the inverse Fourier transform, and CP
addition are sequentially performed on the second modulation data d2 to obtain the time-domain sending data.

[0021] In this embodiment, a phase factor  of the phase shift may be ejπ3m2/2 , e-jπ3m2/2 , ejπ3(m2 mod2)/2 , or
e-jπ3(m2 mod2)/2 .
[0022] Further, the phase factor may be further related to a symbol index, but this is not limited in this application. For
example, an index of a symbol on which the second modulation data is located is represented as /, and a value of the

phase factor  may be alternatively ejπ3(m2+l)/2, e-jπ3(m2+l)/2, ejπ3((m2+l)mod2)/2, or e-jπ3((m2+/)mod2)/2.
[0023] Based on the method in this embodiment of this application, the first modulation data may be BPSK modulation
data, and the second modulation data may be BPSK modulation data. After the phase shift is performed on the second
modulation data, Pi/2-BPSK modulation data can be obtained, so that a PAPR of the finally obtained time-domain sending
data can be further reduced.
[0024] In some implementations of the first aspect, the first modulation data and the second modulation data meet
the following relationship:

d2(m2)=d1(m1) , m1=0, 1, 2, ..., M1⎯1, m1=m2modM1, m2=0, 1, 2, ..., M2⎯1 , where
mod represents a modulo operation, d1 is the first modulation data, d1(m1) is an m1

th element in the first modulation
data, d2 is the second modulation data, and d2(m2) is an m2

th element in the second modulation data.

[0025] Through enabling the first modulation data and the second modulation data to meet the foregoing relationship,
some modulation data in the second modulation data is related to each other, and is not entirely random, so that a PAPR
can be reduced.
[0026] Further, the sending preprocessing further includes phase shift and data extraction or further includes phase
shift, filtering, and data extraction, and the filtering is frequency domain filtering or time domain filtering. Even further,
the sending preprocessing may further include a cyclic prefix (cyclic prefix, CP) addition operation.
[0027] The phase shift and the Fourier transform are sequentially performed on the second modulation data to obtain
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frequency domain data whose length is M2. Then, the data extraction is performed on the frequency domain data to
obtain extracted frequency domain data whose length is M1, where the extracted frequency domain data is some elements
in the frequency domain data. The inverse Fourier transform is performed on the extracted frequency domain data to
obtain the time-domain sending data, or the inverse Fourier transform and the CP addition are sequentially performed
on the extracted frequency domain data to obtain the time-domain sending data.
[0028] Alternatively, after the extracted frequency domain data is obtained, the frequency domain filtering and the
inverse Fourier transform may be sequentially performed on the extracted frequency domain data to obtain the time-
domain sending data. Alternatively, CP addition processing is performed after the inverse Fourier transform to obtain
the time-domain sending data.
[0029] Alternatively, after the extracted frequency domain data is obtained, the inverse Fourier transform and the time
domain filtering may be sequentially performed on the extracted frequency domain data to obtain the time-domain
sending data. Alternatively, the terminal device performs CP addition processing after the time domain filtering to obtain
the time-domain sending data.
[0030] It should be understood that, in the foregoing descriptions, locations of a data extraction operation and a
frequency domain filtering operation may be exchanged.

[0031] In this embodiment, a phase factor  of the phase shift may be ejπ3m2/2, e-jπ3m2/2, ejπ3(m2 mod2)/2, or
e-jπ3(m2 mod2)/2.
[0032] Further, the phase factor may be further related to a symbol index, but this is not limited in this application. For
example, an index of a symbol on which the second modulation data is located is represented as /, and a value of the

phase factor  may be alternatively ejπ3(m2+l)/2, e-jπ3(m2+l)/2, ejπ3((m2+l)mod2)/2, or e-jπ3((m2+l)mod2)/2.
[0033] Based on the method in this embodiment of this application, the first modulation data may be BPSK modulation
data, and the second modulation data may be BPSK modulation data. After the phase shift is performed on the second
modulation data, Pi/2-BPSK modulation data can be obtained, so that a PAPR of the finally obtained time-domain sending
data can be further reduced.
[0034] In some implementations of the first aspect, a value of a location Ik’, in the frequency domain data, of each
element in the extracted frequency domain data is determined based on a value of K.
[0035] For example, when the phase factor of the phase shift is ejπ3m2/2 , the location Ik’ may be (K3M1 /4)modK+k’3K,
and when the phase factor of the phase shift is e-jπ3m2/2 , the location Ik’ may be (⎯K3M1 /4)modK+k’3K.
[0036] For example, it is assumed that the length M1 of the first modulation data is 3, the value of K is 4, and the phase
factor of the phase shift is ejπ3m2/2. In this case, the location Ik’ of the extracted frequency domain data in frequency-
domain filtering data is Ik’ =[3,7,11].
[0037] In some implementations of the first aspect, the first modulation data is determined based on a reference signal.
For example, the first modulation data may be obtained after a demodulation reference signal (demodulation reference
signal, DMRS) is modulated.
[0038] According to a second aspect, a data sending method is provided, where the method may be performed by a
transmit end, or may be performed by a chip configured at a transmit end. This is not limited in this application. The
transmit end may be, for example, a terminal device or a network device.
[0039] Specifically, the method includes: sequentially performing first phase shift and Fourier transform on first mod-
ulation data whose length is M1, to obtain frequency domain data whose length is M1 ; performing cyclic extension on
the frequency domain data to obtain extended data whose length is M2, where M1 <M2, and M1 and M2 each are a
positive integer; performing second phase shift on the extended data to obtain frequency-domain shifted data; performing
sending preprocessing on the frequency-domain shifted data to obtain time-domain sending data of one symbol, where
the sending preprocessing includes inverse Fourier transform; and sending the time-domain sending data on the one
symbol.
[0040] Optionally, the first modulation data may be data obtained after binary phase shift keying (binary phase shift
keying, BPSK) modulation, or the first modulation data is BPSK modulation data. However, this is not limited in this
embodiment of this application. For example, the first modulation data may be alternatively data obtained after quadrature
phase shift keying (quadrature phase shift keying, QPSK) modulation.
[0041] Optionally, the time-domain sending data may be an SC-FDMA symbol.
[0042] Optionally, in this application, the Fourier transform may be discrete Fourier transform (discrete fourier transform,
DFT) or fast Fourier transform (fast fourier transform, FFT), or may be another form of Fourier transform. This is not
limited in this application.
[0043] Optionally, in this application, the inverse Fourier transform may be inverse discrete Fourier transform (inverse
discrete fourier transform, IDFT) or inverse fast Fourier transform (inverse fast fourier transform, IFFT), or may be another
form of inverse Fourier transform. This is not limited in this application.
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[0044] Based on the data transmission method provided in this application, a first phase shift operation, a Fourier
transform operation, and a cyclic extension operation are performed on the first modulation data, so that the extended
data of a longer length can be obtained. Because some modulation data in the extended data is related to each other,
and is not entirely random, there is specific correlation between some data in the time-domain sending data of one
symbol that is obtained based on the extended data. Based on the correlation, a PAPR can be further reduced. In
addition, it can be learned through simulation that, in the data transmission method provided in this application, a PAPR
of the time-domain sending data can be reduced to less than 2 dB.
[0045] In addition, the data transmission method provided in this application may be applied to first modulation data
of any length, and is not limited to first modulation data of an even length.
[0046] In some implementations of the second aspect, M2 = K·M1, and K is an integer greater than 1.
[0047] Through enabling M1 and M2 to meet the foregoing relationship, implementation complexity of cyclic extension
at the transmit end can be simplified.
[0048] In some implementations of the second aspect, a phase factor of the first phase shift is determined based on
a value of K ; and/or
a phase factor of the second phase shift is determined based on a value of M2 and the value of K.
[0049] In some implementations of the second aspect, the first modulation data and shifted modulation data that is
obtained after the first phase shift is performed on the first modulation data meet the following relationship:

 ,

m1 = 0, 1, 2, ..., M1⎯1, where  

is the phase factor the first phase shift,  or  , α is π/2 or ⎯π/2, and l is an
index of a symbol on which the first modulation data is located; and
d1 is the first modulation data, d1(m1) is an m1

th element in the first modulation data, dshift is the shifted modulation
data, and dshift(m1) is an m1

th element in the shifted modulation data.

[0050] In some implementations of the second aspect, the extended data and the frequency-domain shifted data meet
the following relationship: 

k’ = 0, 1, 2, ..., M2⎯1, where 

where ejθk’ is the phase factor of the second phase shift, dextension is the extended data, dextension(k’) is a k’th element in
the extended data, dfre,shift is the frequency-domain shifted modulation data, and dfre,shift(k’) is a k’th element in the
frequency-domain shifted modulation data.
[0051] In some implementations of the second aspect, the sending preprocessing further includes frequency domain
filtering or time domain filtering, and may further include a CP addition operation.
[0052] In some implementations of the second aspect, the first modulation data is determined based on a reference
signal. For example, the first modulation data may be obtained after a demodulation reference signal (demodulation
reference signal, DMRS) is modulated.
[0053] According to a third aspect, an embodiment of this application provides an apparatus. The apparatus may be
a transmit end, or may be an apparatus at a transmit end, or may be another apparatus that can implement corresponding
functions performed by the transmit end in any design example in the first aspect or the second aspect. The transmit
end may be a terminal device or a network device. The apparatus may include a processing module and a transceiver
module.
[0054] For example, the processing module and the transceiver module may perform the corresponding functions
performed by the transmit end in any design example in the first aspect. Specifically:
[0055] The processing module is configured to perform modulation data processing on first modulation data whose
length is M1, to obtain second modulation data whose length is M2, where M1 <M2, M1 and M2 each are a positive integer,
and any modulation data in the second modulation data is an element in the first modulation data.
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[0056] The processing module is further configured to perform sending preprocessing on the second modulation data
to obtain time-domain sending data of one symbol, where the sending preprocessing includes Fourier transform and
inverse Fourier transform.
[0057] The transceiver module is configured to send the time-domain sending data on the one symbol.
[0058] In a possible design, for a relationship between M1 and M2, refer to specific descriptions of M1 and M2 in the
first aspect. This is not specifically limited herein.
[0059] In a possible design, for a relationship between the first modulation data and the second modulation data, refer
to specific descriptions of the first modulation data and the second modulation data in the first aspect. This is not
specifically limited herein.
[0060] In a possible design, for specific content included in the sending preprocessing, refer to specific descriptions
of the sending preprocessing in the first aspect. This is not specifically limited herein.
[0061] In a possible design, the first modulation data is determined based on a reference signal.
[0062] For another example, the processing module and the transceiver module may perform the corresponding
functions performed by the transmit end in any design example in the second aspect. Specifically:
[0063] The processing module is configured to: sequentially perform first phase shift and Fourier transform on first
modulation data whose length is M1, to obtain frequency domain data whose length is M1 ; perform cyclic extension on
the frequency domain data to obtain extended data whose length is M2, where M1 <M2, and M1 and M2 each are a
positive integer; perform second phase shift on the extended data to obtain frequency-domain shifted data; and perform
sending preprocessing on the frequency-domain shifted data to obtain time-domain sending data of one symbol, where
the sending preprocessing includes inverse Fourier transform.
[0064] The transceiver module is configured to send the time-domain sending data on the one symbol.
[0065] In a possible design, for a relationship between M1 and M2, refer to specific descriptions of M1 and M2 in the
second aspect. This is not specifically limited herein.
[0066] In a possible design, for a specific form of a phase factor of the first phase shift, refer to specific descriptions
of the phase factor of the first phase shift in the second aspect. This is not specifically limited herein.
[0067] In a possible design, for a specific form of a phase factor of the second phase shift, refer to specific descriptions
of the phase factor of the first phase shift in the second aspect. This is not specifically limited herein.
[0068] In a possible design, for specific content included in the sending preprocessing, refer to specific descriptions
of the sending preprocessing in the second aspect. This is not specifically limited herein.
[0069] In a possible design, the first modulation data is determined based on a reference signal.
[0070] According to a fourth aspect, an embodiment of this application further provides an apparatus, and the apparatus
includes a processor, configured to implement a function of a transmit end in the method described in the first aspect.
The apparatus may further include a memory, configured to store program instructions and data. The memory is coupled
to the processor, and the processor may invoke and execute the program instructions stored in the memory, to implement
a function of a transmit end in the method described in the first aspect or the second aspect. The transmit end may
further include a communications interface, and the communications interface is used by the apparatus to communicate
with another device. For example, when the apparatus is a terminal device, the another device is a terminal device or
a network device. When the apparatus is a network device, the another device is a terminal device or a network device.
For example, the communications interface may be a transceiver, a circuit, a bus, or a bus interface. This is not limited
in this application.
[0071] For example, the apparatus includes:

a communications interface;
a memory, configured to store program instructions; and
a processor, configured to perform modulation data processing on first modulation data whose length is M1, to obtain
second modulation data whose length is M2, where M1 <M2, M1 and M2 each are a positive integer, and any
modulation data in the second modulation data is an element in the first modulation data; and perform sending
preprocessing on the second modulation data to obtain time-domain sending data of one symbol, where the sending
preprocessing includes Fourier transform and inverse Fourier transform; where the processor is further configured
to send the time-domain sending data on the one symbol through the communications interface.

[0072] In a possible design, for a relationship between M1 and M2, refer to specific descriptions of M1 and M2 in the
first aspect. This is not specifically limited herein.
[0073] In a possible design, for a relationship between the first modulation data and the second modulation data, refer
to specific descriptions of the first modulation data and the second modulation data in the first aspect. This is not
specifically limited herein.
[0074] In a possible design, for specific content included in the sending preprocessing, refer to specific descriptions
of the sending preprocessing in the first aspect. This is not specifically limited herein.
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[0075] In a possible design, the first modulation data is determined based on a reference signal.
[0076] For another example, the apparatus includes:

a communications interface;
a memory, configured to store program instructions; and
a processor, configured to: sequentially perform first phase shift and Fourier transform on first modulation data
whose length is M1, to obtain frequency domain data whose length is M1; perform cyclic extension on the frequency
domain data to obtain extended data whose length is M2, where M1 <M2, and M1 and M2 each are a positive integer;
perform second phase shift on the extended data to obtain frequency-domain shifted data; and perform sending
preprocessing on the frequency-domain shifted data to obtain time-domain sending data of one symbol, where the
sending preprocessing includes inverse Fourier transform; where the processor is further configured to send the
time-domain sending data on the one symbol through the communications interface.

[0077] In a possible design, for a relationship between M1 and M2, refer to specific descriptions of M1 and M2 in the
second aspect. This is not specifically limited herein.
[0078] In a possible design, for a specific form of a phase factor of the first phase shift, refer to specific descriptions
of the phase factor of the first phase shift in the second aspect. This is not specifically limited herein.
[0079] In a possible design, for a specific form of a phase factor of the second phase shift, refer to specific descriptions
of the phase factor of the first phase shift in the second aspect. This is not specifically limited herein.
[0080] In a possible design, for specific content included in the sending preprocessing, refer to specific descriptions
of the sending preprocessing in the second aspect. This is not specifically limited herein.
[0081] In a possible design, the first modulation data is determined based on a reference signal.
[0082] According to a fifth aspect, an embodiment of this application further provides a computer-readable storage
medium including instructions, and when the instructions are run on a computer, the computer is enabled to perform the
method in any one of the first aspect or the possible implementations of the first aspect.
[0083] According to a sixth aspect, an embodiment of this application further provides a computer-readable storage
medium including instructions, and when the instructions are run on a computer, the computer is enabled to perform the
method in any one of the second aspect or the possible implementations of the second aspect.
[0084] According to a seventh aspect, a computer program product is provided, where the computer program product
includes a computer program (which may also be referred to as code or an instruction), and when the computer program
is run, a computer is enabled to perform the method in any one of the first aspect, the second aspect, and the possible
implementations of the first aspect and the second aspect.
[0085] According to an eighth aspect, an embodiment of this application provides a chip system, and the chip system
includes a processor, and may further include a memory, configured to implement a function of the transmit end in the
foregoing method. The chip system may include a chip, or may include a chip and another discrete device.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[0086]

FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram of a communications system applicable to an embodiment of this application;
FIG. 2 is a schematic diagram of an amplification function of a PA;
FIG. 3 is a schematic block diagram of sending processing performed on Pi/2-BPSK modulation data whose length
is M;
FIG. 4 is a schematic flowchart of a data transmission method according to this application;
FIG. 5 is a schematic diagram in which modulation data processing is implemented in a modulation data processing
manner 1;
FIG. 6 is a schematic diagram in which modulation data processing is implemented in a modulation data processing
manner 2;
FIG. 7 is a schematic diagram in which modulation data processing is implemented in a modulation data processing
manner 3;
FIG. 8 is a schematic block diagram of a data transmission method according to this application;
FIG. 9 is a schematic block diagram of a data transmission method according to this application;
FIG. 10 is a schematic block diagram of a data transmission method according to this application;
FIG. 11 is a schematic block diagram of a data transmission method according to this application;
FIG. 12 is a simulation diagram of a PAPR of time-domain sending data obtained based on a data transmission
method in this application;
FIG. 13 is a schematic flowchart of another data transmission method according to this application;
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FIG. 14 is a schematic flowchart of another data transmission method according to this application;
FIG. 15 is a schematic block diagram of an apparatus according to an embodiment of this application; and
FIG. 16 is a schematic block diagram of another apparatus according to an embodiment of this application.

DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENTS

[0087] The following describes technical solutions of this application with reference to accompanying drawings.
[0088] The technical solutions in the embodiments of this application may be applied to various communications
systems, for example, a long term evolution (long term evolution, LTE) system, an LTE-advanced (LTE-Advanced)
system, an LTE frequency division duplex (frequency division duplex, FDD) system, an LTE time division duplex (time
division duplex, TDD) system, a narrow band internet of things (narrow band internet of things, NB-IoT), enhanced
machine type communication (enhanced machine type communication, eMTC), a worldwide interoperability for micro-
wave access (worldwide interoperability for microwave access, WiMAX) communications system, a future fifth generation
(5th generation, 5G) system, or new radio (new radio, NR).
[0089] For ease of understanding of the embodiments of this application, a communications system applicable to the
embodiments of this application is first described in detail with reference to FIG. 1.
[0090] FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram of a communications system 100 applicable to an embodiment of this application.
As shown in the figure, the communications system 100 may include at least one network device, for example, a network
device 110 shown in FIG. 1. The communications system 100 may further include at least one terminal device, for
example, a terminal device 120 shown in FIG. 1. Optionally, the communications system 100 may further include a
network device 130 and/or a terminal device 140. The network device may communicate with the terminal device by
using a radio link. The terminal device and the terminal device may communicate with each other directly or indirectly
by using the network device.
[0091] The technical solutions provided in this application may be applied to wireless communication between the
network device and the terminal device, for example, communication between the network device 110 and the terminal
device 120; wireless communication between network devices, for example, communication between the network device
110 and the network device 130; or wireless communication between terminal devices, for example, communication
between the terminal device 120 and the terminal device 140. In the embodiments of this application, the term "wireless
communication" may be referred to as "communication" for short, and the term "communication" may also be described
as "data transmission", "signal transmission", "information transmission", "transmission", or the like. In the embodiments
of this application, transmission may include sending or receiving. For example, transmission may be uplink transmission.
For example, the terminal device may send a signal to the network device; or transmission may be downlink transmission.
For example, the network device may send a signal to the terminal device.
[0092] When the technical solutions provided in the embodiments of this application are used in a communications
system, the technical solutions may be applied to various access technologies. For example, the technical solutions
may be applied to an orthogonal multiple access (orthogonal multiple access, OMA) technology or a non-orthogonal
multiple access (non-orthogonal multiple access, NOMA) technology. When being applied to the orthogonal multiple
access technology, the technical solutions may be applied to a technology such as orthogonal frequency division multiple
access (orthogonal frequency division multiple access, OFDMA) or single carrier frequency division multiple access
(single carrier frequency division multiple access, SC-FDMA). This is not limited in the embodiments of this application.
When being applied to the non-orthogonal multiple access technology, the technical solutions may be applied to a
technology such as sparse code multiple access (sparse code multiple access, SCMA), multi-user shared access (multi-
user shared access, MUSA), pattern division multiple access (pattern division multiple access, PDMA), interleave-grid
multiple access (interleave-grid multiple access, IGMA), resource spreading multiple access (resource spreading multiple
access, RSMA), non-orthogonal coded multiple access (non-orthogonal coded multiple access, NCMA), or non-orthog-
onal coded access (non-orthogonal coded access, NOCA). This is not limited in the embodiments of this application.
[0093] When the technical solutions provided in the embodiments of this application are used in a communications
system, the technical solutions may be applied to various scheduling types. For example, the technical solutions may
be applied to grant-based scheduling or grant-free-based scheduling. When the technical solutions are applied to grant-
based scheduling, the network device may send scheduling information to the terminal device by using dynamic signaling,
and the scheduling information carries a transmission parameter; and the network device and the terminal device perform
data transmission based on the transmission parameter. When the technical solutions are applied to grant-free sched-
uling, scheduling information may be preconfigured, or the network device may send scheduling information to the
terminal device by using semi-static signaling, and the scheduling information carries a transmission parameter; and
the network device and the terminal device perform data transmission based on the transmission parameter. The grant-
free scheduling may also be referred to as non-dynamic scheduling (without dynamic scheduling), non-dynamic grant
(without dynamic grant), or another name. This is not limited in the embodiments of this application.
[0094] The network device (for example, the network device 110 or the network device 130 shown in FIG. 1) involved
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in this application may include but is not limited to an evolved NodeB (evolved NodeB, eNB), a radio network controller
(Radio Network Controller, RNC), a NodeB (NodeB, NB), a base station controller (Base Station Controller, BSC), a
base transceiver station (Base Transceiver Station, BTS), a home eNodeB (for example, Home evolved NodeB, or Home
NodeB, HNB), a baseband unit (BaseBand Unit, BBU), an access point (Access Point, AP) in a wireless fidelity (Wireless
Fidelity, WIFI) system, a wireless relay node, a wireless backhaul node, a transmission point (transmission point, TP),
or a transmission and reception point (transmission and reception point, TRP); or may be a gNB or a transmission point
(TRP or TP) in a 5G system such as an NR system, or one or a group of antenna panels (including a plurality of antenna
panels) of a base station in a 5G system; or may be a network node that forms a gNB or a transmission point, for example,
a baseband unit (BBU) or a distributed unit (distributed unit, DU).
[0095] In some deployments, the gNB may include a centralized unit (centralized unit, CU) and a DU. The gNB may
further include a radio unit (radio unit, RU). The CU implements some functions of the gNB, and the DU implements
some functions of the gNB. For example, the CU implements functions of a radio resource control (radio resource control,
RRC) layer and a packet data convergence protocol (packet data convergence protocol, PDCP) layer, and the DU
implements functions of a radio link control (radio link control, RLC) layer, a media access control (media access control,
MAC) layer, and a physical (physical, PHY) layer. Information at the RRC layer eventually becomes information at the
PHY layer, or may be converted from information at the PHY layer. Therefore, in this architecture, higher layer signaling
such as RRC layer signaling may also be considered as being sent by the DU or being sent by the DU and the CU. It
may be understood that the network device may be a CU node, a DU node, or a device including a CU node and a DU
node. In addition, the CU may be classified as a network device in a radio access network (radio access network, RAN),
or the CU may be classified as a network device in a core network (core network, CN). This is not limited in this application.
[0096] In the embodiments of this application, an apparatus configured to implement a function of the network device
may be a network device, or may be an apparatus that can support the network device in implementing the function, for
example, a chip system. In the embodiments of this application, for example, the apparatus configured to implement the
function of the network device is a network device, to describe the technical solutions provided in this application.
[0097] The terminal device in this application may also be referred to as user equipment (user equipment, UE), an
access terminal, a subscriber unit, a subscriber station, a mobile station, a mobile console, a remote station, a remote
terminal, a mobile device, a user terminal, a terminal, a wireless communication device, a user agent, or a user apparatus.
The terminal device in the embodiments of this application may be a mobile phone (mobile phone), a tablet computer
(pad), a computer with a wireless receiving/transmission function, a virtual reality (virtual reality, VR) terminal device,
an augmented reality (augmented reality, AR) terminal device, a wireless terminal in industrial control (industrial control),
a wireless terminal in self-driving (self driving), a wireless terminal in remote medical (remote medical), a wireless terminal
in a smart grid (smart grid), a wireless terminal in transportation safety (transportation safety), a wireless terminal in a
smart city (smart city), a wireless terminal in a smart home (smart home), or the like. An application scenario is not
limited in the embodiments of this application.
[0098] In the embodiments of this application, an apparatus configured to implement a function of the terminal device
may be a terminal device, or may be an apparatus that can support the terminal device in implementing the function,
for example, a chip system. In the embodiments of this application, for example, the apparatus configured to implement
the function of the terminal device is a terminal device, to describe the technical solutions provided in this application.
[0099] In this application, the chip system may include a chip, or may include a chip and another discrete device.
[0100] To facilitate understanding of the embodiments of this application, several terms involved in this application
are first briefly described below.

1. Symbol

[0101] One symbol usually includes a cyclic prefix (cyclic prefix, CP) and time domain data of a period of time. For
example, one symbol may be represented as s(t) , and duration is (Ncp + N)·Ts . It is assumed that 0 ≤ t < (Ncp + N)·Ts.
Time domain data whose time range in s(t) is 0 ≤ t < Ncp ·Ts may be considered as a CP, and time domain data whose
time range in s(t) is Ncp ·Ts ≤ t < (Ncp + N)·Ts is time domain data whose period of time is N·Ts. Ts is a time unit factor.
For example, Ts may be a time interval between two adjacent pieces of discrete data in discrete data obtained after
discrete sampling is performed on consecutive time-domain output data s(t) ; Ncp is an amount of sampling data obtained
after discrete sampling is performed on the CP; and N is an amount of sampling data obtained after discrete sampling
is performed on the time domain data whose period of time is N·Ts.
[0102] For example, in an LTE system, when N = 2048 , Ncp is 160 or 144, and Ts is 1/ (1500032048) seconds. In
this case, one symbol includes a cyclic prefix and time domain data whose duration is approximately 66.7 microseconds.

2. Resource element (resource element, RE)

[0103] The resource element is a minimum physical resource, and is usually a minimum resource for carrying data.
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One resource element corresponds to one subcarrier (subcarrier) in frequency domain, and corresponds to one symbol
in time domain (in other words, is located on one symbol). In other words, a location of the resource element may be
determined by using an index of the symbol and an index of the subcarrier. One RE may usually carry one piece of
complex data. For example, for an OFDM waveform, one RE carries one piece of modulation data; and for an SC-FDMA
waveform, one RE carries one piece of data in output data obtained after Fourier transform is performed on modulation
data.

3. Resource block (resource block, RB)

[0104] One resource block is a set of several resource elements. One resource block usually includes several con-
secutive symbols in time domain, and includes several consecutive subcarriers in frequency domain. For example, in
the LTE system, one resource block includes seven or six consecutive symbols in time domain, and includes 12 con-
secutive subcarriers in frequency domain. In other words, one resource block in the LTE system includes 84 or 72
resource elements.
[0105] In a communications system, when a transmit end sends data to a receive end, for example, when the terminal
device 120 in the communications system 100 sends data to the network device 110, time domain data generated by
the terminal device 120 may be amplified by a PA and then sent to the network device 110. Output power obtained after
data of a low PAPR passes through the PA is greater than output power obtained after a waveform of a high PAPR
passes through the PA, and receiver performance is also better. For example, linearity of a PA used in a high frequency
(high frequency, HF) scenario and an internet of things (Internet of Things, IoT) scenario is relatively poor, and therefore
a waveform of a low PAPR is required.
[0106] For example, FIG. 2 is a schematic diagram of an amplification function of a PA. For the PA, a signal before
amplification is referred to as an input signal of the PA, and an amplified signal is referred to as an output signal of the
PA. As shown in FIG. 2, an amplification function of the PA for the input signal includes a linear region and a non-linear
region. In the linear region, an amplification gain of the PA is a constant, in other words, a power ratio of the input signal
to the output signal is a constant, and a phase of the input signal and a phase of the output signal are the same. In the
non-linear region, the amplification function of the PA is distorted, in other words, an amplification gain of the PA decreases
with an increase of power of the input signal, and even the PA has no amplification effect. In addition, a phase of the
input signal and a phase of the output signal may also be different, in other words, the PA may change, in the non-linear
region, nature of a signal that needs to be sent, affecting demodulation performance of the signal at a receive end.
Therefore, amplification efficiency decreases when the PA works in the non-linear region.
[0107] After a waveform of sending data passes through a non-linear PA, data sampling points of different amplitudes
are distorted to different extents due to different amplitudes of different data sampling points, in other words, amplitudes
and phases of the data sampling points of different amplitudes do not change linearly. Input signal power corresponding
to a data sampling point of an extremely large amplitude is located in the non-linear region of the PA, so that input data
is non-linearly amplified, and a waveform is distorted. Waveform distortion causes out of band (out of band, OOB) leakage
improvement, out-of-band performance deterioration, and introduction of interference, in other words, an error vector
magnitude (error vector magnitude, EVM) is increased. A waveform distortion degree is proportional to a PAPR, in other
words, a higher PAPR of the sending data leads to more serious distortion suffered from after passing through the non-
linear PA. For a transmission system, there are corresponding requirements for out of band leakage and an EVM. In
this case, to ensure that OOB performance and EVM performance meet the system requirements, specific backoff
(backoff) needs to be performed on output power of the PA, in other words, power of input data is reduced, to be specific,
data output power obtained after the data passes through the PA, so that the PA works in a more linear region, and
waveform distortion is reduced. However, compared with not reducing the data output power, if the data output power
is reduced, there is loss in data demodulation performance. Consequently, a data transmission rate of the system is
reduced.
[0108] Therefore, in a scenario in which linearity of the PA is relatively poor, a waveform of a low PAPR can increase
output power of the PA, thereby improving demodulation performance.
[0109] In an implementation, the transmit end may use, as to-be-sent modulation data, modulation data obtained
through Pi/2-BPSK modulation, and obtain a single carrier frequency domain multiple access (single carrier frequency
domain multiple access, SC-FDMA) waveform from the to-be-sent modulation data. In addition, a filtering operation is
introduced, so that a PAPR can be reduced to approximately 2 dB.
[0110] Specifically, as shown in FIG. 3, M pieces of frequency domain data are obtained after M-point Fourier transform
is performed on Pi/2-BPSK modulation data whose length is M, the M pieces of frequency domain data are multiplied
by M filter coefficients element by element to perform frequency domain filtering, and each piece of frequency domain
data is multiplied by a respective filter coefficient element by element. Then, inverse Fourier transform is performed, a
cyclic prefix (cyclic prefix, CP) is added to obtain time-domain sending data of one symbol, and finally, the obtained
time-domain sending data is sent on the symbol. Filtering may be alternatively time domain filtering.
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[0111] However, in another scenario such as a high frequency scenario or an internet of things scenario, a PAPR of
2 dB may not meet a requirement, in other words, these scenarios may require an even lower PAPR. Therefore, a PAPR
of data needs to be further reduced.
[0112] Based on this, this application provides another data transmission method, so that a PAPR of modulation data
can be reduced to less than 2 dB. Therefore, output power of a PA can be further increased, and demodulation perform-
ance can be further improved.
[0113] The embodiments of this application are described below in detail with reference to the accompanying drawings.
[0114] It may be understood that "first", "second", and various numeric numbers in the following embodiments are
merely differentiated for ease of description, and are not used to limit the scope of the embodiments of this application.
For example, different phase shift operations, different indication information, and the like are differentiated.
[0115] It should also be understood that, in the following embodiments, "predefined" or "preconfigured" may be im-
plemented by pre-storing corresponding code or a corresponding table in a device (for example, including a terminal
device and a network device) or in another manner that may be used to indicate related information. A specific imple-
mentation is not limited in this application.
[0116] It should be further understood that a "protocol" in the embodiments of this application may be a standard
protocol in the communications field, for example, may include an LTE protocol, an NR protocol, and a related protocol
applied to a future communications system. This is not limited in this application.
[0117] The data transmission method provided in this application may be applied to downlink communication, or may
be applied to uplink communication. In the following descriptions, uplink communication is used as an example, in other
words, a transmit end is a terminal device. First, a data transmission method provided in this application is described in
detail with reference to FIG. 4.
[0118] FIG. 4 is a schematic flowchart of a data transmission method 400. As shown in the figure, the method 400
shown in FIG. 4 may include S410 to S430. Steps in the method 400 are described below in detail with reference to FIG. 4.
[0119] S410: A terminal device performs modulation data processing on first modulation data d1 whose length is M1,
to obtain second modulation data d2 whose length is M2, where M1 <M2, and M1 and M2 each are a positive integer.
[0120] The length of the first modulation data d1 is M1, in other words, the first modulation data d1 includes M1 pieces
of modulation data. d1(m1) is an m1

th (m1 =0, 1, 2, ..., M1⎯1) element in the first modulation data d1, namely, an m1
th

piece of modulation data.
[0121] The first modulation data may be data obtained after BPSK modulation, or the first modulation data is BPSK
modulation data. However, this is not limited in this embodiment of this application. For example, the first modulation
data may be alternatively data obtained after QPSK modulation. In the following descriptions, BPSK modulation data is
mainly used as an example of the first modulation data to describe this application in detail.
[0122] A feature of the BPSK modulation data is that amplitudes of two adjacent modulation data points are the same,
and a phase difference is 0 or π. Therefore, for BPSK modulation data that corresponds to one symbol and whose length
is M1, if a 0th piece of modulation data on the symbol is 1, a first piece of modulation data on the symbol is 1 or -1, and
a second piece of modulation data on the symbol is 1 or -1, in other words, a phase difference between two adjacent
pieces of modulation data on the symbol is 0 or π, so that BPSK modulation is met.
[0123] For example, the first modulation data is BPSK modulation data. The first modulation data may be one or more
pieces of modulation data obtained after modulation processing is performed, in a BPSK modulation manner, on a bit
stream including one or more bits. The obtained one or more pieces of modulation data may be mapped to one symbol,
and the symbol is any symbol in one or more symbols on which the terminal device performs data transmission. Modulation
data mapped onto a symbol may be referred to as modulation data transmitted on the symbol. The bit stream may be
obtained in various processing manners. For example, processing such as encoding, interleaving, and scrambling may
be performed on an original bit stream to obtain the bit stream. The original bit stream may be obtained based on a
service to be sent by the terminal device. This is not limited in this embodiment of this application.
[0124] An orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (orthogonal frequency division multiplexing, OFDM) waveform
is used as an example. It is assumed that the terminal device sends data on 10 symbols, and bandwidth allocated to
each symbol is one RB, namely, 12 subcarriers. The 10 symbols and one RB correspond to 120 REs. The terminal
device may map one piece of modulation data on each RE, and send the modulation data to a network device on the
RE. For example, the bit stream of the terminal device includes 120 pieces of bit data, and the terminal device performs
BPSK modulation on the 120 pieces of bit data to obtain 120 pieces of BPSK modulation data. The 120 pieces of BPSK
modulation data may be divided into 10 groups, and each group includes 12 pieces of BPSK modulation data. The 10
groups of BPSK modulation data are in a one-to-one correspondence with the 10 symbols (for example, a 0th group of
BPSK modulation data corresponds to a 0th symbol, a first group of BPSK modulation data corresponds to a first symbol,
and so on). In other words, one group of BPSK modulation data may be sent on each symbol, or any group of BPSK
modulation data may be considered as the first modulation data. For example, a correspondence between an input bit
for performing BPSK modulation on the bit stream and output modulation data corresponding to the bit stream may be
shown in Table 1(a) or Table 1(b).
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[0125] For example, it is assumed that a bit stream corresponding to one symbol is [0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 1]. In
this case, output BPSK modulation data obtained based on Table 1(a) is [1, 1, 1, ⎯1, ⎯1, ⎯1, ⎯1, 1, 1, ⎯1, 1, ⎯1].
[0126] In a complete data transmission process, usually, in addition to data, a reference signal (reference signal, RS)
is also sent, and the reference signal may also be referred to as a pilot (pilot) signal. The reference signal sent together
with the data is a signal known to both the terminal device and the network device, and is mainly used to assist a receiving
device in performing data demodulation. Therefore, the reference signal may also be referred to as a demodulation
reference signal (Demodulation Reference Signal, DMRS). The reference signal and the data may be located on different
symbols, and occupy same bandwidth in frequency domain. The terminal device sends the data and the reference signal.
After receiving the corresponding data and the reference signal, the network device performs operations such as channel
estimation (channel estimation) and interpolation (interpolation) by using a known reference signal, to estimate a channel
response (channel response) of a symbol on which the data is located, and then performs operations such as equalization
(equalization) and demodulation by using the received data and the estimated channel response, to demodulate to-be-
sent data.
[0127] As described above, the first modulation data in this application may be obtained by performing BPSK modulation
on the bit stream. Further, when the bit stream is to-be-sent bit data, the terminal device in this application sends unknown
data that needs to be demodulated by the network device. When the bit stream is known data, in other words, when the
network device knows a to-be-sent bit stream, time-domain sending data of one symbol that is generated in this application
may be used as a reference signal to assist the network device with demodulation. In other words, the time-domain
sending data in this application may be a reference signal such as a DMRS or a CSI-RS.
[0128] When the time-domain sending data of one symbol that is generated in this application is used as a reference
signal, a bit stream corresponding to BPSK modulation data sent on the symbol may be obtained by using a pseudo-
random sequence (for example, a Gold sequence or a pseudo-noise sequence (PN sequence)). An initialized value of
the pseudo-random sequence may be preconfigured or obtained based on a predefined rule, may be determined by the
terminal device based on an identifier of the pseudo-random sequence, or may be notified by the network device to the
terminal device by using signaling. In this way, a PAPR of obtained time-domain sending data of a symbol on which the
reference signal is located is consistent with a PAPR of time-domain sending data of a symbol on which the to-be-sent
modulation data is located.
[0129] In addition, in this application, the first modulation data may be alternatively modulation data known to both the
terminal device and the network device, the known modulation data is preconfigured by the network device, and the
known modulation data may be modulation data such as BPSK modulation data, QPSK modulation data, and 8PSK
modulation data.
[0130] The length of the second modulation data d2 is M2, in other words, the second modulation data d2 includes M2
pieces of modulation data. d2(m2) is an m2

th(m2 = 0, 1, 2, ..., M2⎯1) element in the second modulation data d2, namely,
an m2

th piece of modulation data.
[0131] Any modulation data in the second modulation data d2 is an element in the first modulation data d1, in other
words, any modulation data in the second modulation data d2 belongs to the first modulation data d1. It should be
understood that an element in the first modulation data d1 is modulation data in the first modulation data d1.
[0132] Optionally, in an embodiment, M1 and M2 meet M2 =M1 · K. K is an integer greater than 1. K may be a
preconfigured fixed value. For example, K=2 is preconfigured. K may be alternatively notified by the network device to
the terminal device by using signaling.
[0133] When M2 =M1 · K, the modulation data processing in S410 may be specifically any one of the following modulation
data processing manners 1 to 3. The three manners are described below in detail.

Table 1(a)

Input bit Output modulation data

0 1

1 -1

Table 1(b)

Input bit Output modulation data

0 -1

1 1
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Modulation data processing manner 1

[0134] Any modulation data in the first modulation data d1 is repeated K times, and different modulation data are
sequentially arranged after being repeated K times, to obtain the second modulation data d2.
[0135] In other words, the first modulation data d1 and the second modulation data d2 meet the following relationship: 

[0136] Specifically, for a relationship between the first modulation data d1 and the second modulation data d2, refer
to FIG. 5.
[0137] For example, it is assumed that the length of the first modulation data d1 is 3, and is represented as d1=[d1(0),
d1(1), d1(2)], and a value of K is 4. In this case, the second modulation data may be represented as: 

Modulation data processing manner 2

[0138] An m1
th piece of modulation data d1(m1) in the first modulation data d1 is repeated K times, and K d1(m1)

obtained after K times of repetition are arranged at equal intervals Kstep in the second modulation data d2, where Kstep
is a positive integer, and Kstep may be evenly divided by the length M2 of the second modulation data, for example, Kstep
= 2. Kstep may be preconfigured, or may be notified by the network device to the terminal device by using signaling.
[0139] For example, it is assumed that the length of the first modulation data is 3, and is represented as d1 =[d1(0),
d1(1), d1(2)], and a value of K is 4. In this case, data in the first modulation data is arranged at equal intervals 2 in the
second modulation data, and a possible arrangement manner may be a form shown in FIG. 6.
[0140] As shown in FIG. 6, an m1

th piece of modulation data d1(m1) in the first modulation data d1 is repeated K times,
and K d1(m1) obtained after K times of repetition are first sequentially arranged at locations 0, 2, 4, 6, 8, and 10, and
are then sequentially arranged at locations 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, and 11. In other words, when K d1(m1) are arranged at equal
intervals Kstep, K d1(m1) obtained after K times of repetition are sequentially arranged at locations kstep, kstep + Kstep,
kstep + 2Kstep, kstep + 3Kstep, ..., kstep + (M2 / Kstep ⎯ 1) Kstep , where kstep = 0, 1, 2, ..., Kstep⎯1.

Modulation data processing manner 3

[0141] The first modulation data d1 is cyclically extended to obtain the second modulation data d2. In other words,
when M2 =M1 · K, the first modulation data d1 is repeated K times to obtain the second modulation data d2.
[0142] Alternatively, in other words, the first modulation data d1 and the second modulation data d2 meet the following
relationship: 

where mod represents a modulo operation, and x mod y represents x modulo y, for example, 7mod5 = 2.
[0143] Specifically, for a relationship between the first modulation data d1 and the second modulation data d2, refer
to FIG. 7.
[0144] For example, it is assumed that the length of the first modulation data is 3, and is represented as d1 =[d1(0),
d1(1), d1(2)], and a value of K is 4. In this case, the second modulation data may be represented as: 

[0145] In conclusion, any processing in the modulation data processing manners 1 to 3 may be performed on the first
modulation data d1, to obtain the second modulation data d2.
[0146] S420: The terminal device performs sending preprocessing on the second modulation data d2 to obtain time-
domain sending data of one symbol.
[0147] The sending preprocessing includes both Fourier transform and inverse Fourier transform, in other words, the
Fourier transform and the inverse Fourier transform coexist. In this way, after performing the sending preprocessing on
the second modulation data d2, the terminal device may obtain an SC-FDMA symbol. In other words, the time-domain
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sending data may be an SC-FDMA symbol.
[0148] S430: The terminal device sends the time-domain sending data on the symbol (or the one symbol).
[0149] Optionally, the sending preprocessing in S420 may be implemented in the following sending preprocessing
manner 1 or 2.
[0150] Further, the sending preprocessing manner 1 may be applied to a scenario in which the modulation data
processing is implemented in the modulation data processing manner 1 or 2, and the sending preprocessing manner 2
may be applied to a scenario in which the modulation data processing is implemented in the modulation data processing
manner 3. However, this is not limited in this embodiment of this application.
[0151] The sending preprocessing manner 1 and the sending preprocessing manner 2 are described below.

Sending preprocessing manner 1

[0152] In addition to Fourier transform and inverse Fourier transform, the sending preprocessing may further include
phase shift. Further, the sending preprocessing may further include filtering. The filtering may be frequency domain
filtering or time domain filtering.
[0153] Specifically, the terminal device may sequentially perform the phase shift, the Fourier transform, and the inverse
Fourier transform on the second modulation data d2 to obtain the time-domain sending data. Alternatively, the terminal
device may sequentially perform the phase shift, the Fourier transform, the inverse Fourier transform, and CP addition
on the second modulation data d2 to obtain the time-domain sending data.
[0154] Alternatively, the terminal device may sequentially perform the phase shift, the Fourier transform, the inverse
Fourier transform, and the time domain filtering on the second modulation data d2 to obtain the time-domain sending
data. Alternatively, the terminal device may sequentially perform the phase shift, the Fourier transform, the inverse
Fourier transform, the time domain filtering, and CP addition on the second modulation data d2 to obtain the time-domain
sending data.
[0155] Alternatively, the terminal device may sequentially perform the phase shift, the Fourier transform, the frequency
domain filtering, and the inverse Fourier transform on the second modulation data d2 to obtain the time-domain sending
data. Alternatively, the terminal device may sequentially perform the phase shift, the Fourier transform, the frequency
domain filtering, the inverse Fourier transform, and CP addition on the second modulation data d2 to obtain the time-
domain sending data.
[0156] The sending preprocessing manner 1 is described below in detail with reference to data transmission methods
according to this application in FIG. 8 and FIG. 9.
[0157] For example, FIG. 8 is a schematic block diagram of a data transmission method. The data transmission method
shown in FIG. 8 is implemented by using frequency domain filtering. Operations or steps such as phase shift, Fourier
transform, inverse Fourier transform, frequency domain filtering, and CP addition in FIG. 8 are described below.

(1) Phase shift

[0158] As shown in FIG. 8, after modulation data processing is performed on first modulation data d2, second modulation
data d2 whose length is M2 is obtained. After phase shift is performed on the second modulation data d2, shifted modulation
data dshift whose length is M2 is obtained. dshift(m2) is an m2

th piece of data in the shifted modulation data.
[0159] A phase shift operation may be multiplying an m2

th piece of data in the second modulation data by a corre-

sponding phase factor  . Therefore, the shifted modulation data dshift may be represented as: 

m2 =0, 1, 2, ..., M2 ⎯1.

[0160] A value of the phase factor  herein may be ejπ3m2/2, e⎯jπ3m2/2, ejπ3(m2mod2)/2 , or e⎯jπ3(m2mod2)/2 .
[0161] Further, the phase factor may be further related to a symbol index, but this is not limited in this application. For
example, an index of a symbol on which the second modulation data is located is represented as /, and a value of the

phase factor  may be alternatively ejπ3(m2+l)/2, e⎯jπ3(m2+l)/2 , ejπ3((m2+l)mod2)/2 , or e⎯jπ3((m2+l)mod2)/2.
[0162] It is easy to understand that the shifted modulation data obtained after the phase shift is performed on the
second modulation data is Pi/2-BPSK modulation data. That the shifted modulation data is Pi/2-BPSK modulation data
indicates that a feature of the shifted modulation data is that amplitudes of two adjacent modulation data points are the
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same, and a phase difference is π/2 or 3π/2. Therefore, if a 0th piece of modulation data corresponding to the symbol is
1, a first piece of modulation data corresponding to the symbol may be j or -j, a second piece of modulation data
corresponding to the symbol is 1 or -1, and a phase difference between adjacent pieces of modulation data on the symbol
is π/2 or 3π/2, so that Pi/2-BPSK modulation is met.

(2) Fourier transform

[0163] As shown in FIG. 8, M2-point Fourier transform is performed on the shifted modulation data dshift whose length
is M2, to obtain frequency domain data dfre whose length is M2.
[0164] In an implementation, the frequency domain data dfre may be represented as:

h=0, 1, 2, ..., M2⎯1.  is a coefficient used to adjust power of output data obtained after the Fourier transform, and

 is a real number, for example,  .  may be a preconfigured fixed value, or may be notified by
a network device to a terminal device by using signaling. dfre(h) is an hth piece of data in dfre.
[0165] In this application, the Fourier transform may be discrete Fourier transform (discrete fourier transform, DFT)
or fast Fourier transform (fast fourier transform, FFT), or may be another form of Fourier transform. This is not limited
in this application.

(3) Frequency domain filtering

[0166] As shown in FIG. 8, frequency domain filtering may be performed on the frequency domain data dfre whose
length is M2, to obtain frequency-domain filtering data dfilter whose length is M2.
[0167] Specifically, an hth piece of data dfre(h) in the frequency domain data dfre is multiplied by a frequency domain
filter coefficient Sfilter(h) element by element, to obtain an hth piece of data dfilter(h) in the frequency-domain filtering data
dfilter. In other words: 

h = 0, 1, 2, ..., M2⎯1, where Sfilter(h) is an hth coefficient in a frequency domain filter Sfilter whose length is M2.
[0168] It should be noted that when all frequency domain filter coefficients are 1, the frequency domain data dfre and
the frequency-domain filtering data dfilter are consistent, and frequency domain filtering does not need to be performed
or it is equivalent to that no frequency domain filtering operation is performed.
[0169] In this application, the frequency domain filter Sfilter whose length is M2 may be a frequency domain form of a
common filter, for example, a frequency domain form of the filter such as a square root raised cosine (square root raised
cosine, SRRC) filter or a root raised cosine (root raised cosine, RRC) filter. A specific form of the filter is not limited in
this application.
[0170] M2 is consistent with a quantity of subcarriers corresponding to data allocation bandwidth. To be specific, when
M2 =K·M1, the quantity of subcarriers corresponding to the data allocation bandwidth is K times the first modulation data.

(4) Inverse Fourier transform and CP addition

[0171] As shown in FIG. 8, an inverse Fourier transform operation and a CP addition operation are performed on the
frequency-domain filtering data dfilter whose length is M2, to obtain time-domain sending data of one symbol.
[0172] Specifically, the inverse Fourier transform and the CP addition are performed on the frequency-domain filtering
data dfilter whose length is M2, to obtain time-domain sending data s of one symbol. A possible implementation is as follows: 
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[0173] s(t) is data at a tth moment in s, tstart≤t<tend, tstart, t, and tend each are a real number, and tend ⎯ tstart = (N +
Ncp)·Ts. For example, tstart = 0 and tend = (N + Ncp)·Ts. N is a positive integer, for example, N = 2048. Ncp ·Ts is a time
length of a cyclic prefix. Δf is a subcarrier spacing, for example, Δf =1/(N·Ts). Ts is a time unit factor, and may be
preconfigured, or may be notified by the network device to the terminal device by using signaling. Optionally, Ts may be
a time interval between two adjacent pieces of discrete data in discrete data obtained after discrete sampling is performed
on consecutive time-domain output data s(t). toffset is a delay offset, and a value of toffset may be preconfigured, for
example, toffset = ⎯Ncp ·Ts. The value of toffset may be alternatively notified by the network device to the terminal device

by using signaling.  may be considered as a coefficient used to adjust power of output data obtained after the

inverse Fourier transform, and  is a real number, for example,  . qre,offset is a frequency domain offset
factor, and a value of qre,offset may be preconfigured, for example, qre,offset = 1/2. The value of qre,offset may be alternatively

notified by the network device to the terminal device by using signaling.  is an index of a start location of a frequency

domain resource to which the filtering data dfilter is mapped,  is an index of an end location of the frequency domain

resource to which the filtering data dfilter is mapped, and  . For example, 

and  . The index of the start location and the index of the end location of the frequency domain
resource may be respectively a start location and an end location of a subcarrier corresponding to allocated bandwidth.

For example, when the allocated bandwidth includes 48 subcarriers, in other words, M2 =48,  . It is
assumed that N is 2048, to be specific, data may be mapped on a maximum of 2048 subcarriers. Indexes corresponding

to the 2048 subcarriers may be represented as 0, 1, 2, ..., 2047. Therefore, indexes of 48 subcarriers indicated by 

and  may be represented as  mod N,  mod N,  mod N, ...,  mod N.
[0174] It can be learned that if tstart =0, tend = (N + Ncp)·Ts, and toffset = ⎯Ncp·Ts, a time length of the time-domain
sending data s is (N + Ncp)·Ts, where data of a start time length Ncp·Ts may be considered as a cyclic prefix of the time-
domain sending data s. Remaining data whose length is N·Ts after the data of the start time length Ncp·Ts is removed
may be considered as time-domain sending data with no cyclic prefix.
[0175] The time-domain sending data s(t) obtained by using the foregoing expression is a representation form with
temporal continuity. It can be learned that, it is assumed that tstart = 0, tend = (N + Ncp)·Ts, and toffset = ⎯Ncp·Ts. When
discrete sampling is performed on t by using n%·Ts, n%= 0, 1, 2, ..., (N + Ncp)⎯1’ the following discrete representation
form may be obtained after discrete sampling is performed on the foregoing continuous representation form of the inverse
Fourier transform: 

[0176] Time-domain sending data s(n·Ts) in the foregoing discrete representation form includes N + Ncp pieces of
data, and first Ncp pieces of data may be considered as a cyclic prefix.
[0177] In this application, the inverse Fourier transform may be inverse discrete Fourier transform (inverse discrete
fourier transform, IDFT) or inverse fast Fourier transform (inverse fast fourier transform, IFFT), or may be another form
of inverse Fourier transform. This is not limited in this application.
[0178] For example, FIG. 9 is a schematic block diagram of another data transmission method. The data transmission
method shown in FIG. 9 is implemented by using time domain filtering. Operations or steps such as phase shift, Fourier
transform, inverse Fourier transform, time domain filtering, and CP addition in FIG. 9 are described below.

(1) Phase shift

(2) Fourier transform

[0179] As shown in FIG. 9, after modulation data processing is performed on first modulation data d2, second modulation
data M2 whose length is d2 is obtained. After phase shift is performed on the second modulation data d2, shifted modulation

~
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data dshift whose length is M2 is obtained. M2-point Fourier transform is performed on the shifted modulation data dshift
whose length is M2, to obtain frequency domain data dfre whose length is M2.
[0180] For a phase shift operation and a Fourier transform operation, specifically refer to the foregoing descriptions
of the phase shift and the Fourier transform in FIG. 8.

(3) Inverse Fourier transform

[0181] As shown in FIG. 9, inverse Fourier transform is performed on output data of the Fourier transform, namely,
the frequency domain data dfre whose length is M2, to obtain time-domain output data dtime.
[0182] In a possible implementation, 

[0183] dtime(t) is data at a tth moment in dtime, tstart≤t<tend, tstart, t, and tend each are a real number, and tend ⎯tstart
=N·Ts. For example, tstαrt =0 and tend =N·Ts. toffset is a delay offset, and toffset may be 0. It can be learned that, when tend
⎯tstart = N·Ts, a time length of the time-domain output data dtime is N·Ts, in other words, there is no cyclic prefix.

 , for example,  and  . For other parameters, refer
to the foregoing descriptions of parameters involved in the inverse Fourier transform in FIG. 8.

(4) Time domain filtering

[0184] As shown in FIG. 9, time domain filtering may be performed on the time-domain output data dtime whose length
is N·Ts, to obtain time-domain filtering data dtime,filter whose length is N·Ts.
[0185] Specifically, circular convolution (circular convolution) may be performed on the time-domain output data dtime
and a time domain filter sfilter, to obtain the time-domain filtering data dtime,filter.
[0186] In a possible implementation, Fourier transform may be performed on the time domain filter sfilter to obtain a
frequency domain filter Sfilter. For example, sfilter(t) is data at a tth moment of the time domain filter sfilter, and a time length
of the time domain filter sfilter is Nfilter·Ts. Discrete sampling is performed on sfilter by using n’·Ts, n’ = 0, 1, 2, ..., Nfilter
⎯1, and then, the Fourier transform may be performed to obtain Sfilter.

(5) CP addition

[0187] As shown in FIG. 9, a CP is added to the time-domain filtering data dtime,filter whose time length is N·Ts, to
obtain time-domain sending data s of one symbol.
[0188] Specifically, in a possible implementation, data that is at an end of dtime,filter and whose time length is Ncp·Ts
is copied to a start location of dtime,filter as a cyclic prefix, to time-domain sending data whose time length is (N + Ncp)·Ts.
[0189] It should be understood that a specific CP addition operation is not limited in this application. For details, refer
to the current technology. This is not described herein.

Sending preprocessing manner 2

[0190] In addition to Fourier transform and inverse Fourier transform, the sending preprocessing may further include
phase shift and data extraction. Further, the sending preprocessing may further include filtering. The filtering may be
frequency domain filtering or time domain filtering.
[0191] Specifically, in an implementation, after sequentially performing the phase shift and the Fourier transform on
the second modulation data, the terminal device obtains frequency domain data whose length is M2.
[0192] Then, the terminal device performs the data extraction on the frequency domain data to obtain extracted
frequency domain data whose length is M1, where the extracted frequency domain data is some elements in the frequency
domain data. Finally, after performing the inverse Fourier transform on the extracted frequency domain data, the terminal
device may obtain the time-domain sending data, or after sequentially performing the inverse Fourier transform and the
CP addition on the extracted frequency domain data, the terminal device may obtain the time-domain sending data.
[0193] Alternatively, after obtaining the extracted frequency domain data, the terminal device may sequentially perform
the frequency domain filtering and the inverse Fourier transform on the extracted frequency domain data to obtain the
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time-domain sending data. Alternatively, the terminal device performs CP addition processing after the inverse Fourier
transform to obtain the time-domain sending data.
[0194] Alternatively, after obtaining the extracted frequency domain data, the terminal device may sequentially perform
the inverse Fourier transform and the time domain filtering on the extracted frequency domain data to obtain the time-
domain sending data. Alternatively, the terminal device performs CP addition processing after the time domain filtering
to obtain the time-domain sending data.
[0195] It should be understood that, in the foregoing descriptions, locations of a data extraction operation and a
frequency domain filtering operation may be exchanged.
[0196] The sending preprocessing manner 2 is described below in detail with reference to data transmission methods
according to this application in FIG. 10 and FIG. 11.
[0197] FIG. 10 is a schematic block diagram of a data transmission method. The data transmission method shown in
FIG. 10 is implemented by using frequency domain filtering. Operations or steps such as phase shift, Fourier transform,
frequency domain filtering, data extraction, inverse Fourier transform, and CP addition in FIG. 10 are described below.

(1) Phase shift

(2) Fourier transform

[0198] As shown in FIG. 10, after modulation data processing is performed on first modulation data d2, second mod-
ulation data d2 whose length is M2 is obtained. After phase shift is performed on the second modulation data d2, shifted
modulation data dshift whose length is M2 is obtained. M2-point Fourier transform is performed on the shifted modulation
data dshift whose length is M2, to obtain frequency domain data dfre whose length is M2.
[0199] For a phase shift operation and a Fourier transform operation, specifically refer to the foregoing descriptions
of the phase shift and the Fourier transform in FIG. 8.

(3) Frequency domain filtering

[0200] As shown in FIG. 10, frequency domain filtering may be performed on the frequency domain data dfre whose
length is M2, to obtain frequency-domain filtering data dfilter whose length is M2.
[0201] Specifically, an hth piece of data dfre(h) in the frequency domain data dfre is multiplied by a frequency domain
filter coefficient Sfilter(h) element by element, to obtain an hth piece of data dfilter(h) in the frequency-domain filtering data
d filter In other words, dfilter(h) = dfre(h)·Sfilter(h), h = 0, 1, 2, ..., M2⎯1.
[0202] Sfilter(h) is an hth coefficient in a frequency domain filter Sfilter whose length is M2.
[0203] It should be noted that when all filter coefficients are 1, the frequency domain data dfre and the frequency-
domain filtering data dfilter are consistent, and frequency domain filtering does not need to be performed or it is equivalent
to that no frequency domain filtering operation is performed.

(4) Data extraction

[0204] As shown in FIG. 10, data extraction is performed on the frequency-domain filtering data dfilter, to extract M1
(M2=K·M1) pieces of frequency domain data from dfilter, so that extracted frequency domain data dcomb,filter can be
obtained.
[0205] Optionally, a location Ik’, in the frequency-domain filtering data dfilter, of the extracted frequency domain data
dcomb,filter whose length is M1 may be determined by K. The extracted frequency domain data dcomb,filter may be repre-
sented by an expression: 

k’ = 0, 1, 2, ..., M1⎯1.
[0206] For example, when a phase factor of the phase shift is ejπ3m2/2 , the location Ik’ may be (K3M1/4)modK+k’3K,
and when the phase factor of the phase shift is e⎯jπ3m2/2 , the location Ik’ may be (⎯K3M1/4)modK+k’3K.
[0207] For example, when the phase factor of the phase shift is ejπ3m2/2 , the extracted frequency domain data dcomb,filter
may be represented as: 
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[0208] For example, it is assumed that the length M1 of the first modulation data is 3, a value of K is 4, and the phase
factor of the phase shift is ejπ3m2/2 . In this case, the location Ik’ of the extracted frequency domain data dcomb,filter in the
frequency-domain filtering data dfilter is Ik’ =[3, 7, 11].
[0209] It should be noted that a quantity of subcarriers corresponding to data allocation bandwidth is consistent with
an amount of data included in the extracted frequency domain data dcomb,filter. To be specific, the quantity of subcarriers
corresponding to the data allocation bandwidth is the length M1 of the first modulation data.

(5) Inverse Fourier transform and CP addition

[0210] As shown in FIG. 10, inverse Fourier transform and CP addition are performed on the extracted frequency-
domain filtering data dcomb,filter whose length is M1, to convert the extracted frequency domain data dcomb,filter into time-
domain sending data of one symbol.
[0211] Specifically, for an inverse Fourier transform operation and a CP addition operation, refer to the foregoing
descriptions of the inverse Fourier transform operation and the CP addition operation in FIG. 8. Compared with that
input data of the inverse Fourier transform in FIG. 8 is the frequency-domain filtering data dfilter whose length is M2, input
data of the inverse Fourier transform herein is the extracted frequency domain data dcomb,filter whose length is M1.

Correspondingly,  is an index of a start location of a frequency domain resource to which the filtering data dfilter is

mapped,  is an index of an end location of the frequency domain resource to which the filtering data dfilter is mapped,

and  . For example,  and  .
[0212] FIG. 11 is a schematic block diagram of a data transmission method. The data transmission method shown in
FIG. 11 is implemented by using time domain filtering. Operations or steps such as phase shift, Fourier transform, data
extraction, inverse Fourier transform, time domain filtering, and CP addition in FIG. 11 are described below.

(1) Phase shift

(2) Fourier transform

[0213] As shown in FIG. 11, after modulation data processing is performed on first modulation data d2, second mod-
ulation data d2 whose length is M2 is obtained. After phase shift is performed on the second modulation data d2, shifted
modulation data dshift whose length is M2 is obtained. M2-point Fourier transform is performed on the shifted modulation
data dshift whose length is M2, to obtain frequency domain data dfre whose length is M2.
[0214] For a phase shift operation and a Fourier transform operation, specifically refer to the foregoing descriptions
of the phase shift and the Fourier transform in FIG. 8.

(3) Data extraction

[0215] As shown in FIG. 11, data extraction is performed on output data of the Fourier transform, namely, the frequency
domain data dfre whose length is M2, to extract M1 (M2=K·M1) pieces of frequency domain data from dfre, so that extracted
data dcomb can be obtained.
[0216] Optionally, a location Ik’, in the frequency domain data dfre, of the extracted data dcomb whose length is M1 may
be determined by K. The extracted data dcomb may be represented by an expression: 

k’ = 0, 1, 2, ..., M1⎯1, where dcomb(k’) is a k’th piece of data.
[0217] For example, when a phase factor of the phase shift is ejπ3m2/2 , the location Ik’ may be (K3M1/4)modK+k’3K,
and when the phase factor of the phase shift is e⎯jπ3m2/2 , the location Ik’ may be (⎯K3M1/4)modK+k’3K.

(4) Inverse Fourier transform

[0218] As shown in FIG. 11, inverse Fourier transform may be performed on the extracted data dcomb whose length
is M1, to obtain time-domain output data dtime.
[0219] A possible implementation is:
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[0220] dtime(t) is data at a tth moment in dtime, tstart ≤t<tend, tstart, t, and tend each are a real number, and tend ⎯ tstart =
N·Ts. For example, tstart = 0 and tend = N·Ts. toffset is a delay offset, and toffset may be 0. It can be learned that, when tend
⎯ tstart = N·Ts, a time length of the time-domain output data dtime is N·Ts, in other words, there is no cyclic prefix.

 , for example,  and  . For other parameters, refer to
the foregoing descriptions of parameters involved in the inverse Fourier transform in FIG. 8.

(5) Time domain filtering

[0221] As shown in FIG. 11, time domain filtering may be performed on the time-domain output data dtime whose length
is N·Ts, to obtain time-domain filtering data dtime, filter whose length is N·Ts.
[0222] Specifically, circular convolution (circular convolution) may be performed on the time-domain output data dtime
and a time domain filter sfilter, to obtain the time-domain filtering data dtime, filter.
[0223] In a possible implementation, Fourier transform may be performed on a time domain filter sfilter to obtain a
frequency domain filter S filter . For example, sfilter(t) is data at a tth moment of the time domain filter sfilter , and a time
length of the time domain filter sfilter is Nfilter · Ts. Discrete sampling is performed on sfilter by using n’ · Ts, n’ = 0,1,2,...,
Nfilter - 1 , and then, the Fourier transform may be performed to obtain Sfilter.

(6) CP addition

[0224] A CP is added to the time-domain filtering data dtime, filter whose time length is N·Ts, to obtain time-domain
sending data s of one symbol.
[0225] In a possible implementation, data that is at an end of dtime, filter and whose time length is Ncp · Ts is copied to
a start location of dtime,filter as a cyclic prefix, to time-domain sending data whose time length is (N + Ncp)·Ts.
[0226] In conclusion, the time-domain sending data may be obtained by processing the second modulation data in
the sending preprocessing manner 1 or the sending preprocessing manner 2.
[0227] FIG. 12 is a simulation diagram of a PAPR of time-domain sending data obtained based on a data transmission
method according to an embodiment of this application.
[0228] Specifically, as shown in FIG. 12, a horizontal axis represents a PAPR of time-domain sending data, and a
vertical axis represents a complementary cumulative distribution function (complementary cumulative distribution func-
tion, CCDF). A curve (1) is a PAPR of time-domain sending data obtained after an SC-FDMA waveform is generated
from Pi/2-BPSK modulation data whose length is 6 (in other words, M1 =6) based on the method shown in FIG. 3 and
a frequency domain filtering operation is introduced at the same time. A curve (2) is a PAPR of time-domain sending
data obtained after the modulation data processing manner 1 is used for first modulation data for which M1 =6 and that
is obtained through BPSK modulation based on the method provided in this application and frequency domain filtering
is used at the same time, where K=2 (in other words, M2 =12). A curve (3) is a PAPR of time-domain sending data
obtained after the modulation data processing manner 1 is used for first modulation data for which M1 =6 and that is
obtained through BPSK modulation based on the method provided in this application and frequency domain filtering is
used at the same time, where K=4 (in other words, M2 = 24).
[0229] It can be learned from FIG. 12 that, when M1=6 and K=2, based on the method provided in this application, a
PAPR of the time-domain sending data is approximately 0.8 dB; when M1=6 and K=4, based on the method provided
in this application, a PAPR of the time-domain sending data is approximately 0.7 dB; and when M1=6, based on the
method provided in FIG. 3, a PAPR of the time-domain sending data is approximately 2.2 dB. In other words, when
M1=6 and K=2, compared with the method provided in FIG. 3, in the method provided in this application, a gain of the
PAPR of the time-domain sending data is approximately 1.4 dB; and when M1=6 and K=4, compared with the method
provided in FIG. 3, in the method provided in this application, a gain of the PAPR of the time-domain sending data is
approximately 1.5 dB.
[0230] In conclusion, based on the data transmission method provided in this application, after the first modulation
data changes into the second modulation data of a longer length, some modulation data in the second modulation data
is related to each other, and is not entirely random. In addition, because a Fourier transform operation and an inverse
Fourier transform operation are performed on the time-domain sending data of one symbol that is obtained from the
second modulation data, the time-domain sending data may be approximately obtained by performing oversampling
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and then superposition on the second modulation data; and because some modulation data in the second modulation
data is related to each other, a probability of random superposition of the second modulation data during oversampling
and superposition is reduced, and a probability of forward superposition is also reduced, thereby reducing a PAPR. In
short, there is also specific correlation between some data in the time-domain sending data of one symbol that is obtained
based on the second modulation data. Based on the correlation, the PAPR can be further reduced.
[0231] In addition, it can be learned from the simulation diagram in FIG. 12 that, in the data transmission method
provided in this application, the PAPR of the time-domain sending data can be reduced to less than 2 dB. In other words,
compared with the data transmission method shown in FIG. 3, the data transmission method provided in this application
can further reduce the PAPR of the time-domain sending data.
[0232] In addition, the data transmission method provided in this application may be applied to first modulation data
of any length, and is not limited to first modulation data of an even length.
[0233] FIG. 13 is a schematic flowchart of a data transmission method 500. As shown in the figure, the method 500
shown in FIG. 13 may include S510 to S530. Steps in the method 500 are described below in detail with reference to
FIG. 13.
[0234] S510: A terminal device sequentially performs first phase shift and Fourier transform on first modulation data
d1 whose length is M1 , to obtain frequency domain data dfre whose length is M1.
[0235] S520: The terminal device performs cyclic extension on the frequency domain data dfre to obtain extended data
dextension whose length is M2, where M1<M2, and M1 and M2 each are a positive integer.
[0236] The length of the first modulation data d1 is M1, in other words, the first modulation data d1 includes M1 pieces
of modulation data. d1(m1) is an m1

th (m1 =0, 1, 2, ..., M1⎯1) element in the first modulation data d1 , namely, an m1
th

piece of modulation data.
[0237] For a specific modulation manner for obtaining the first modulation data, specifically refer to the foregoing
descriptions of the first modulation data in S410. Details are not described herein again.
[0238] Specifically, the first phase shift is sequentially performed on the first modulation data d1 , to obtain shifted

modulation data dshift, where dshift (m1) is an m1
th piece of data in the shifted modulation data. A first phase shift operation

may be multiplying the m1
th piece of data in the first modulation data by a corresponding phase factor  . Therefore,

the shifted modulation data may be represented as: 

m1 = 0, 1, 2, ..., M ⎯1.
[0239] Optionally, a phase factor of the first phase shift may be determined by K , where K= M2/M1 . In other words,
when M2 = K·M1, the phase factor of the first phase shift may be determined by K.

[0240] For example, a value of the phase factor  of the first phase shift may be ejα3K3m1 , and α may be π / 2
or —π/2. The phase factor of the first phase shift may be further related to a symbol index. This is not limited in this
application. For example, if an index of a symbol on which the first modulation data is located is represented as l, the

value of the phase factor  of the first phase shift may be alternatively ejα3(K3m1+l) .
[0241] Optionally, M1 -point Fourier transform is performed on the shifted modulation data dshift whose length is M1 to
obtain the frequency domain data dfre whose length is M1. A possible implementation is: 

q=0, 1, 2, ..., M1⎯1, where  is a coefficient used to adjust power of output data obtained after the Fourier transform,

and  is a real number, for example,  . dfre (q) is a qth piece of data in dfre.
[0242] The cyclic extension is performed on the frequency domain data dfre whose length is M1 , to obtain extended
data dextension whose length is M2. The extended data may be expressed by using an expression: 
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k’ = 0, 1, 2, ..., M2 ⎯ 1.
[0243] dextension(k’) is a k’th piece of data in dextension. M2 = K·M1. In this case, it can be learned that a cyclic extension
operation is equivalent to repeating the frequency domain data dfre whose length is M1 K times, to obtain the extended
data dextension.
[0244] S530: The terminal device performs second phase shift on the extended data dextension to obtain frequency-
domain shifted data dfre,shift.
[0245] Specifically, a second phase shift operation may be multiplying a k’th piece of data dextension(k’) in the extended
data dextension by a phase factor ejθk’ of the second phase shift. In other words: 

[0246] Optionally, the phase factor of the second phase shift may be determined by K and M2.
[0247] In a possible implementation, the phase factor of the second phase shift is: 

[0248] It should be understood that the foregoing cyclic extension operation and the second phase shift operation may
be performed together. In this case, the frequency-domain shifted data dfre,shift may be represented as:

k’= 0, 1, 2, ..., M2⎯1.
[0249] S540: The terminal device performs sending preprocessing on the frequency-domain shifted data dfre,shift to
obtain time-domain sending data of one symbol, where the sending preprocessing includes inverse Fourier transform.
[0250] After performing the sending preprocessing on the frequency-domain shifted data, the terminal device may
obtain an SC-FDMA symbol.
[0251] S550: The terminal device sends the time-domain sending data on the one symbol.
[0252] Based on the data transmission method provided in this application, a first phase shift operation, a Fourier
transform operation, and a cyclic extension operation are performed on the first modulation data, so that the extended
data of a longer length can be obtained. Because some modulation data in the extended data is related to each other,
and is not entirely random, there is specific correlation between some data in the time-domain sending data of one
symbol that is obtained based on the extended data. Based on the correlation, a PAPR can be further reduced.
[0253] In addition, the data transmission method shown in FIG. 13 may be equivalent to an equivalent solution in
which a modulation data processing method 1 is used for the modulation data processing operation in the method shown
in FIG. 4. Therefore, it can be learned from the simulation diagram shown in FIG. 12 that, in the data transmission method
shown in FIG. 13, a PAPR of the time-domain sending data can be reduced to less than 2 dB. In other words, compared
with the data transmission method shown in FIG. 3, the data transmission method provided in this application can further
reduce the PAPR of the time-domain sending data.
[0254] In addition, the data transmission method provided in this application may be applied to first modulation data
of any length, and is not limited to first modulation data of an even length.
[0255] Optionally, in an embodiment of this application, the sending preprocessing may further include frequency
domain filtering or time domain filtering. Further, the sending preprocessing may further include a CP addition operation.
[0256] When filtering is frequency domain filtering, after obtaining the frequency-domain shifted data dfre,shift in S530,
the terminal device performs the frequency domain filtering on the frequency-domain shifted data dfre,shift to obtain
frequency-domain filtering data dfilter whose length is M2, and then the terminal device may perform inverse Fourier
transform on the frequency-domain filtering data d filter to obtain the time-domain sending data. Alternatively, the terminal
device may perform a CP addition operation after the inverse Fourier transform to obtain the time-domain sending data.
[0257] For how to perform frequency domain filtering on the frequency-domain shifted data dfre,shift, refer to the foregoing
descriptions of frequency domain filtering in FIG. 8. Herein, only input data of the frequency domain filtering, namely,
frequency domain data dfre , in FIG. 8 is replaced with the frequency-domain shifted data dfre,shift.
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[0258] For how the terminal device performs the inverse Fourier transform on the frequency-domain filtering data dfilter,
or performs an inverse Fourier transform operation and a CP addition operation on the frequency-domain filtering data
d filter to obtain the time-domain sending data, refer to the foregoing descriptions of the inverse Fourier transform operation
and the CP addition operation in FIG. 8. Details are not described herein again.
[0259] When filtering is time domain filtering, after obtaining the frequency-domain shifted data dfre,shift in S530, the
terminal device may perform inverse Fourier transform on the frequency-domain shifted data dfre,shiftto obtain time-
domain output data dtime, and then the terminal device may perform time domain filtering on the time-domain output
data dtime to obtain the time-domain sending data. Alternatively, the terminal device performs a CP addition operation
after the time domain filtering to obtain the time-domain sending data.
[0260] The inverse Fourier transform is performed on the frequency-domain shifted data dfre,shift to obtain the time-
domain output data dtime. A possible implementation is: 

[0261] dtime(t) is data at a tth moment in dtime, tstart ≤t<tend, tstart, t, and tend each are a real number, and tend⎯tstart=N·Ts.
For example, tstart=0 and tend=N·Ts. toffset is a delay offset, and toffset may be 0. It can be learned that, when tend ⎯ tstart
= N·Ts, a time length of the time-domain output data dtime is N·Ts, in other words, there is no cyclic prefix.

 , for example,  and  . For other parameters, refer
to the foregoing descriptions of parameters involved in the inverse Fourier transform in FIG. 8.
[0262] For how the terminal device performs the time domain filtering on the time-domain output data dtime whose
time length is N·Ts, or performs a time domain filtering operation and a CP addition operation on the time-domain output
data dtime to obtain the time-domain sending data, refer to the foregoing descriptions of the time domain filtering operation
and the CP addition operation in FIG. 9. Details are not described herein again.
[0263] In the solutions described above, first modulation data corresponding to only one symbol is used as an example
to describe how to perform various processing on the first modulation data to obtain the time-domain sending data for
sending. A person skilled in the art may understand that, for modulation data corresponding to any other symbol, various
processing similar to that performed on the first modulation data may also be performed on the modulation data, to
obtain time-domain sending data with a relatively low PAPR. For example, a terminal device side may simultaneously
transmit, by using the data transmission method shown in FIG. 4, modulation data corresponding to to-be-sent data and
modulation data corresponding to a DMRS.
[0264] Operations on the terminal device side are mainly described above with reference to FIG. 4 to FIG. 13. A person
skilled in the art may understand that, after performing an operation opposite to that on the terminal device side, a
network device side may obtain demodulated first modulation data. For example, when the operation on the terminal
device side is IFFT, an opposite operation on the network device side is FFT. A receiving operation on the network
device side is briefly described below by using an example in which the data transmission method shown in FIG. 8 is
used on the terminal device side.
[0265] As shown in FIG. 14, this application further provides a data transmission method. The method may be applied
to a receive end. Herein, a network device is used as an example of the receive end for brief description.

Step 1: CP removal and Fourier transform

[0266] A network device removes a CP from received time-domain sending data and performs a Fourier transform
operation, to obtain received frequency-domain filtering data whose length is M2.
[0267] It should be understood that the received time-domain sending data corresponds to time-domain sending data
s . In other words, after the time-domain sending data s passes through a radio link, the received time-domain sending
data arrives at a network device side.

Step 2: Channel estimation and equalization

[0268] Specifically, after obtaining the received time-domain sending data and a demodulation reference signal
(DMRS), the network device performs channel estimation by using the DMRS to obtain a channel response of a symbol
on which the DMRS is located, and then may obtain, in a manner such as interpolation, direct assignment, or the like
by using the channel response of the symbol on which the DMRS is located, a channel response of a symbol on which
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the data is located. The DMRS may be a DMRS transmitted by using the solution provided in this application, or may
be a DMRS transmitted in the current technology. When the DMRS is the DMRS in this solution, equalization is performed
by using the received frequency-domain filtering data and the channel response of the symbol on which the data is
located, to obtain demodulated frequency-domain filtering data whose length is M2.

Step 3: Inverse Fourier transform

[0269] The network device performs inverse Fourier transform on the demodulated frequency-domain filtering data
whose length is M2, to obtain demodulated shifted modulation data whose length is M2.

Step 4: Phase shift

[0270] After obtaining the demodulated shifted modulation data whose length is M2, the network device performs

phase shift by using a phase factor  , to obtain demodulated second modulation data whose length is M2.

Step 5: Merging

[0271] The network device may merge the demodulated second modulation data whose length is M2, to obtain de-
modulated first modulation data whose length is M1.
[0272] A merging operation is an operation opposite to modulation data processing. A person skilled in the art can
easily understand how to merge the demodulated second modulation data whose length is M2 based on the modulation
data processing operation described above. For example, a transmit end obtains the second modulated data by using
the modulation data processing manner 1 for the first modulation data, and the merging operation is adding consecutive
K pieces of repeated modulated data in the demodulated second modulation data whose length is M2. For example, it
is assumed that a length of the first modulation data is 3 and a value of K is 4, the merging operation is adding 0th, first,
second, and third pieces of data in demodulated second modulation data whose length is 12 to obtain a 0th piece of
data in demodulated first modulation data whose length is 3; adding fourth, fifth, sixth, and seventh pieces of data in the
demodulated second modulation data whose length is 12 to obtain a first piece of data in the demodulated first modulation
data whose length is 3; and adding eighth, ninth, tenth, and eleventh pieces of data in the demodulated second modulation
data whose length is 12 to obtain a second piece of data in the demodulated first modulation data whose length is 3.
[0273] After the merging step, the network device may perform an operation such as decoding on the demodulated
first modulation data, to obtain bit data sent by the transmit end.
[0274] As described above, a PAPR of the first modulation data is relatively low. Therefore, the network device has
better demodulation performance for the first modulation data.
[0275] In the foregoing embodiments provided in this application, the methods provided in the embodiments of this
application are separately described from perspectives of the transmit end (for example, the terminal device) and the
receive end (for example, the network device). To implement functions in the methods provided in the foregoing em-
bodiments of this application, the transmit end and the receive end may include a hardware structure and/or a software
module, and the foregoing functions are implemented in a form of a hardware structure, a software module, or a hardware
structure and a software module. Whether a function in the foregoing functions is performed in a manner of a hardware
structure, a software module, or a hardware structure and a software module depends on a specific application and a
design constraint condition of the technical solutions.
[0276] FIG. 15 is a schematic block diagram of an apparatus 1500 according to an embodiment of this application.
The apparatus 1500 may be a transmit end, or may be an apparatus at a transmit end, or may be another apparatus
(for example, a chip) that can implement a function of the transmit end. The transmit end may be a terminal device or
a network device.
[0277] As shown in FIG. 15, the apparatus 1500 may include a processing module 1510 and a transceiver module 1520.
[0278] For example, the apparatus 1500 may be configured to implement the data transmission method shown in FIG. 4.
[0279] Specifically, the processing module 1510 is configured to: perform modulation data processing on first modu-
lation data whose length is M1, to obtain second modulation data whose length is M2, where M1<M2,
[0280] M1 and M2 each are a positive integer, and any modulation data in the second modulation data is an element
in the first modulation data; and perform sending preprocessing on the second modulation data to obtain time-domain
sending data of one symbol, where the sending preprocessing includes Fourier transform and inverse Fourier transform.
[0281] The transceiver module 1520 is configured to send the time-domain sending data on the one symbol.
[0282] It should be understood that a specific process in which the foregoing modules perform corresponding steps
in the method shown in FIG. 4 has been described in detail in the foregoing method embodiments. For brevity, details
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are not described herein again.
[0283] For another example, the apparatus 1500 may be configured to implement the data transmission method shown
in FIG. 13.
[0284] Specifically, the processing module 1510 is configured to: sequentially perform first phase shift and Fourier
transform on first modulation data whose length is M1 , to obtain frequency domain data whose length is M1; perform
cyclic extension on the frequency domain data to obtain extended data whose length is M2, where M1<M2, and M1 and
M2 each are a positive integer; perform second phase shift on the extended data to obtain frequency-domain shifted
data; and perform sending preprocessing on the frequency-domain shifted data to obtain time-domain sending data of
one symbol, where the sending preprocessing includes inverse Fourier transform.
[0285] The transceiver module 1520 is configured to send the time-domain sending data on the one symbol.
[0286] It should be understood that a specific process in which the foregoing modules perform corresponding steps
in the method shown in FIG. 13 has been described in detail in the foregoing method embodiments. For brevity, details
are not described herein again.
[0287] It should be understood that module division in this embodiment of this application is an example, and is merely
logical function division. In actual implementation, there may be another division manner. In addition, functional modules
in the embodiments of this application may be integrated into one processor, or may exist alone physically, or two or
more modules may be integrated into one module. The integrated module may be implemented in a form of hardware,
or may be implemented in a form of a software functional module.
[0288] FIG. 16 is a schematic block diagram of an apparatus 1600 according to an embodiment of this application.
The apparatus 1600 may be configured to implement functions of a transmit end, for example, the terminal device in
the foregoing methods. The apparatus may be a transmit end, or may be an apparatus at a transmit end, or may be
another apparatus that can implement a function of the transmit end, for example, a chip system. In this application, the
chip system may include a chip, or may include a chip and another discrete device.
[0289] As shown in FIG. 16, the apparatus 1600 may include at least one processor 1620, configured to implement
a function of the transmit end in the methods provided in the embodiments of this application, for example, implement
a function performed by the terminal device in the method shown in FIG. 4 or FIG. 13. For details, refer to detailed
descriptions in the method example. Details are not described herein again.
[0290] The apparatus 1600 may further include at least one memory 1630, configured to store program instructions
and/or data. The memory 1630 is coupled to the processor 1620. Coupling in this embodiment of this application is
indirect coupling or a communication connection between apparatuses, units, or modules, and may be in an electrical,
mechanical, or another form, and is used for information exchange between apparatuses, units, or modules. The proc-
essor 1620 may cooperate with the memory 1630. The processor 1620 may execute the program instructions stored in
the memory 1630. At least one of the at least one memory may be included in the processor.
[0291] The apparatus 1600 may further include a communications interface 1610, configured to communicate with
another device by using a transmission medium, so that an apparatus used in the apparatus 1600 may communicate
with another device. For example, when the apparatus is a terminal device, the another device may be a terminal device
or a network device. The processor 1620 sends and receives data through the communications interface 1610, and is
configured to implement functions performed by the terminal device in the method shown in FIG. 4 or FIG. 13. Optionally,
the communications interface 1610 may be a transceiver, a circuit, a bus, a bus interface, or another apparatus that can
implement a communication function. This is not limited in this application.
[0292] A specific connection medium between the communications interface 1610, the processor 1620, and the memory
1630 is not limited in this embodiment of this application. In this embodiment of this application, in FIG. 16, the memory
1630, the processor 1620, and the transceiver 1610 are connected by using the bus 1640. The bus is represented by
a bold line in FIG. 16. A connection manner between other components is merely a schematic description, and is not
limited thereto. The bus may be classified into an address bus, a data bus, a control bus, and the like. For ease of
representation, only one thick line is used to represent the bus in FIG. 16, but this does not mean that there is only one
bus or only one type of bus.
[0293] It should be understood that the apparatus shown in FIG. 16 may be further configured to implement functions
of a receive end, for example, the network device in the method shown in FIG. 14. In this case, the apparatus may be
a receive end, or may be an apparatus at the receive end. The apparatus may be a chip system. In this embodiment of
this application, the chip system may include a chip, or may include a chip and another discrete device.
[0294] The processor in this embodiment of this application may be an integrated circuit chip and has a signal processing
capability. In an implementation process, steps in the foregoing method embodiments can be implemented by using a
hardware integrated logical circuit in the processor, or by using instructions in a form of software. The processor may
be a general purpose processor, a digital signal processor (DSP), an application-specific integrated circuit (ASIC), a
field programmable gate array (FPGA) or another programmable logic device, a discrete gate or a transistor logic device,
or a discrete hardware component. The processor may implement or perform the methods, the steps, and logical block
diagrams that are disclosed in the embodiments of this application. The general purpose processor may be a micro-
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processor, or the processor may be any conventional processor or the like. Steps of the methods disclosed with reference
to the embodiments of this application may be directly performed and completed by using a hardware decoding processor,
or may be performed and completed by using a combination of hardware and software modules in the decoding processor.
A software module may be located in a mature storage medium in the art, such as a random access memory, a flash
memory, a read-only memory, a programmable read-only memory, an electrically erasable programmable memory, or
a register. The storage medium is located in the memory, and a processor reads information in the memory and completes
the steps in the foregoing methods in combination with hardware of the processor.
[0295] The memory in the embodiments of this application may be a volatile memory or a nonvolatile memory, or may
include a volatile memory and a nonvolatile memory. The nonvolatile memory may be a read-only memory (read-only
memory, ROM), a programmable read-only memory (programmable ROM, PROM), an erasable programmable read-
only memory (erasable PROM, EPROM), an electrically erasable programmable read-only memory (electrically EPROM,
EEPROM), or a flash memory. The volatile memory may be a random access memory (random access memory, RAM),
used as an external cache. Through example but not limitative description, many forms of RAMs may be used, for
example, a static random access memory (static RAM, SRAM), a dynamic random access memory (dynamic RAM,
DRAM), a synchronous dynamic random access memory (synchronous DRAM, SDRAM), a double data rate synchronous
dynamic random access memory (double data rate SDRAM, DDR SDRAM), an enhanced synchronous dynamic random
access memory (enhanced SDRAM, ESDRAM), a synchronous link dynamic random access memory (synchlink DRAM,
SLDRAM), and a direct rambus random access memory (direct rambus RAM, DR RAM). It should be noted that the
memory of the systems and methods described in this specification includes but is not limited to these and any memory
of another proper type.
[0296] According to the method provided in the embodiments of this application, this application further provides a
computer program product. The computer program product includes computer program code. When the computer
program code is run on a computer, the computer is enabled to perform the method in any one of the embodiments
shown in FIG. 4 to FIG. 14.
[0297] According to the method provided in the embodiments of this application, this application further provides a
computer-readable medium. The computer-readable medium includes computer program code. When the computer
program code is run on a computer, the computer is enabled to perform the method in any one of the embodiments
shown in FIG. 4 to FIG. 14.
[0298] According to the method provided in the embodiments of this application, this application further provides a
system, and the system includes the foregoing one or more terminal devices and one or more network devices.
[0299] All or some of the foregoing embodiments may be implemented by using software, hardware, firmware, or any
combination thereof. When software is used to implement the embodiments, all or some of the embodiments may be
implemented in a form of a computer program product. The computer program product includes one or more computer
instructions. When the computer instructions are loaded and executed on a computer, the procedure or functions ac-
cording to the embodiments of this application are all or partially generated. The computer may be a general-purpose
computer, a dedicated computer, a computer network, a network device, a terminal device, or another programmable
apparatus. The computer instructions may be stored in a computer-readable storage medium or may be transmitted
from a computer-readable storage medium to another computer-readable storage medium. For example, the computer
instructions may be transmitted from a website, computer, server, or data center to another website, computer, server,
or data center in a wired (for example, a coaxial cable, an optical fiber, or a digital subscriber line (digital subscriber line,
DSL)) or wireless (for example, infrared, radio, or microwave) manner. The computer-readable storage medium may be
any usable medium accessible by a computer, or a data storage device, such as a server or a data center, integrating
one or more usable media. The usable medium may be a magnetic medium (for example, a floppy disk, a hard disk, or
a magnetic tape), an optical medium (for example, a high-density digital video disc (digital video disc, DVD)), a semi-
conductor medium (for example, a solid-state drive (solid state disk, SSD)), or the like.
[0300] In the foregoing apparatus embodiments, the network device and the terminal device entirely correspond to
the network device and the terminal device in the method embodiments. A corresponding module or unit performs a
corresponding step, for example, a communications unit (transceiver) performs a receiving step or a sending step in the
method embodiments. Other steps except sending and receiving may be performed by a processing unit (processor).
For a function of a specific unit, refer to a corresponding method embodiment. There may be one or more processors.
[0301] In this application, "at least one" means one or more, and "a plurality of" means two or more. The term "and/or"
describes an association relationship for describing associated objects and represents that three relationships may exist.
For example, A and/or B may represent the following three cases: Only A exists, both A and B exist, and only B exists,
where A and B may be singular or plural. The character "/" usually indicates an "or" relationship between the associated
objects. "At least one of the following items" or a similar expression means any combination of these items, including
any combination of a single item or a plurality of items. For example, at least one of a, b, or c may represent a, b, c, a
and b, a and c, b and c, or a, b, and c, where a, b, and c may be a single one, or may be a plurality of.
[0302] It should be understood that "an embodiment" or "an embodiment" mentioned in the whole specification does
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not mean that particular features, structures, or characteristics related to an embodiment are included in at least one
embodiment of this application. Therefore, "in an embodiment" or "in an embodiment" appearing throughout the speci-
fication does not refer to a same embodiment. In addition, these particular features, structures, or characteristics may
be combined in one or more embodiments in any appropriate manner. It should be understood that sequence numbers
of the foregoing processes do not mean execution sequences in various embodiments of this application. The execution
sequences of the processes should be determined according to functions and internal logic of the processes, and should
not be construed as any limitation on the implementation processes of the embodiments of this application. In addition,
descriptions of the steps in the figure are merely examples, and should not constitute any limitation on this application.
[0303] Terms such as "component", "module", and "system" used in this specification are used to indicate computer-
related entities, hardware, firmware, combinations of hardware and software, software, or software being executed. For
example, a component may be, but is not limited to, a process that runs on a processor, a processor, an object, an
executable file, a thread of execution, a program, and/or a computer. As shown in figures, both a computing device and
an application that runs on a computing device may be components. One or more components may reside within a
process and/or a thread of execution, and a component may be located on one computer and/or distributed between
two or more computers. In addition, these components may be executed from various computer-readable media that
store various data structures. For example, the components may communicate by using a local and/or remote process
and according to a signal having one or more data packets (for example, data from two components interacting with
another component in a local system, a distributed system, and/or across a network such as the internet interacting with
other systems by using the signal).
[0304] A person of ordinary skill in the art may be aware that, in combination with illustrative logical blocks (illustrative
logical block) described in the embodiments disclosed in this specification and steps (step) may be implemented by
electronic hardware or a combination of computer software and electronic hardware. Whether the functions are performed
by hardware or software depends on particular applications and design constraint conditions of the technical solutions.
A person skilled in the art may use different methods to implement the described functions for each particular application,
but it should not be considered that the implementation goes beyond the scope of this application.
[0305] A person of ordinary skill in the art may be aware that, in combination with the examples described in the
embodiments disclosed in this specification, units and algorithm steps may be implemented by electronic hardware or
a combination of computer software and electronic hardware. Whether the functions are performed by hardware or
software depends on particular applications and design constraint conditions of the technical solutions. A person skilled
in the art may use different methods to implement the described functions for each particular application, but it should
not be considered that the implementation goes beyond the scope of this application.
[0306] It may be clearly understood by a person skilled in the art that, for the purpose of convenient and brief description,
for a detailed working process of the foregoing system, apparatus, and unit, refer to a corresponding process in the
foregoing method embodiments. Details are not described herein again.
[0307] In the several embodiments provided in this application, it should be understood that the disclosed system,
apparatus, and method may be implemented in other manners. For example, the described apparatus embodiment is
merely an example. For example, the unit division is merely logical function division and may be other division in actual
implementation. For example, a plurality of units or components may be combined or integrated into another system,
or some features may be ignored or not performed. In addition, the displayed or discussed mutual couplings or direct
couplings or communication connections may be implemented by using some interfaces. The indirect couplings or
communication connections between the apparatuses or units may be implemented in electronic, mechanical, or other
forms.
[0308] The units described as separate parts may or may not be physically separate. Parts displayed as units may or
may not be physical units, to be specific, may be located in one position, or may be distributed on a plurality of network
units. Some or all of the units may be selected based on actual requirements to achieve the objectives of the solutions
of the embodiments.
[0309] In addition, functional units in the embodiments of this application may be integrated into one processing unit,
or each of the units may exist alone physically, or two or more units are integrated into one unit.
[0310] When the functions are implemented in the form of a software functional unit and sold or used as an independent
product, the functions may be stored in a computer-readable storage medium. Based on such an understanding, the
technical solutions of this application essentially, or the part contributing to the current technology, or some of the technical
solutions may be implemented in a form of a software product. The computer software product is stored in a storage
medium, and includes several instructions for instructing a computer device (which may be a personal computer, a
server, a network device, or the like) to perform all or some of the steps of the methods described in the embodiments
of this application. The foregoing storage medium includes: any medium that can store program code, such as a USB
flash drive, a removable hard disk, a read-only memory (read-only memory, ROM), a random access memory (random
access memory, RAM), a magnetic disk, or an optical disc.
[0311] The foregoing descriptions are merely specific implementations of this application, but are not intended to limit
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the protection scope of this application. Any variation or replacement readily figured out by a person skilled in the art
within the technical scope disclosed in this application shall fall within the protection scope of this application. Therefore,
the protection scope of this application shall be subject to the protection scope of the claims.

Claims

1. A data transmission method, comprising:

performing modulation data processing on first modulation data whose length is M1, to obtain second modulation
data whose length is M2, wherein M1<M2, M1 and M2 each are a positive integer, and any modulation data in
the second modulation data is an element in the first modulation data;
performing sending preprocessing on the second modulation data to obtain time-domain sending data of one
symbol, wherein the sending preprocessing comprises Fourier transform and inverse Fourier transform; and
sending the time-domain sending data on the one symbol.

2. The method according to claim 1, wherein M2 = K·M1, and K is an integer greater than 1.

3. The method according to claim 2, wherein the first modulation data and the second modulation data meet the
following relationship:

d2(m2) = d1(m1) , m1=0, 1, 2, ..., M1⎯1, m2 = K·m1+k, m2=0,1,2, ..., M2⎯1, k = 0, 1, 2, ..., K ⎯1 , wherein
d1 is the first modulation data, d1(m1) is an m1

th element in the first modulation data, d2 is the second modulation
data, and d2(m2) is an m2

th element in the second modulation data.

4. The method according to claim 3, wherein the sending preprocessing further comprises phase shift or further com-
prises phase shift and filtering, and the filtering is frequency domain filtering or time domain filtering; and

the phase shift, the Fourier transform, and the inverse Fourier transform are sequentially performed on the
second modulation data to obtain the time-domain sending data; or
the phase shift, the Fourier transform, the inverse Fourier transform, and the time domain filtering are sequentially
performed on the second modulation data to obtain the time-domain sending data; or
the phase shift, the Fourier transform, the frequency domain filtering, and the inverse Fourier transform are
sequentially performed on the second modulation data to obtain the time-domain sending data.

5. The method according to claim 2, wherein the first modulation data and the second modulation data meet the
following relationship:

d2(m2) = d1(m1) , m1 = 0, 1, 2, ..., M1⎯1, m1 = m2 mod M1, m2=0, 1, 2, ..., M2⎯1, wherein
mod represents a modulo operation, d1 is the first modulation data, d1(m1) is an m1

th element in the first
modulation data, d2 is the second modulation data, and d2(m2) is an m2

th element in the second modulation data.

6. The method according to claim 5, wherein the sending preprocessing further comprises phase shift and data ex-
traction or further comprises phase shift, filtering, and data extraction, and the filtering is frequency domain filtering
or time domain filtering;

the phase shift and the Fourier transform are sequentially performed on the second modulation data to obtain
frequency domain data whose length is M2;
the data extraction is performed on the frequency domain data to obtain extracted frequency domain data whose
length is M1, wherein the extracted frequency domain data is some elements in the frequency domain data; and
the inverse Fourier transform is performed on the extracted frequency domain data to obtain the time-domain
sending data; or
the frequency domain filtering and the inverse Fourier transform are sequentially performed on the extracted
frequency domain data to obtain the time-domain sending data; or
the inverse Fourier transform and the time domain filtering are sequentially performed on the extracted frequency
domain data to obtain the time-domain sending data.

7. The method according to claim 6, wherein a location, in the frequency domain data, of each element in the extracted
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frequency domain data is determined based on a value of K.

8. The method according to any one of claims 1 to 7, wherein the first modulation data is determined based on a
reference signal.

9. A data sending method, comprising:

sequentially performing first phase shift and Fourier transform on first modulation data whose length is M1, to
obtain frequency domain data whose length is M1;
performing cyclic extension on the frequency domain data to obtain extended data whose length is M2, wherein
M1<M2, and M1 and M2 each are a positive integer;
performing second phase shift on the extended data to obtain frequency-domain shifted data;
performing sending preprocessing on the frequency-domain shifted data to obtain time-domain sending data
of one symbol, wherein the sending preprocessing comprises inverse Fourier transform; and
sending the time-domain sending data on the one symbol.

10. The method according to claim 9, wherein M2 = K·M1, and K is an integer greater than 1.

11. The method according to claim 10, wherein a phase factor of the first phase shift is determined based on a value
of K; and/or
a phase factor of the second phase shift is determined based on a value of M2 and the value of K.

12. The method according to claim 11, wherein the first modulation data and shifted modulation data that is obtained
after the first phase shift is performed on the first modulation data meet the following relationship: 

m1 = 0, 1, 2, ..., M1⎯1, wherein

ej·ϕm1 is the phase factor the first phase shift,  or  , α is π/2 or ⎯π/2,
and l is an index of a symbol on which the first modulation data is located; and
d1 is the first modulation data, d1(m1) is an m1

th element in the first modulation data, dshift is the shifted modulation
data, and dshift(m1) is an m1

th element in the shifted modulation data.

13. The method according to claim 11 or 12, wherein the extended data and the frequency-domain shifted data meet
the following relationship: 

k’ = 0, 1, 2, ..., M2⎯1, wherein 

wherein ejθk’ is the phase factor of the second phase shift, dextension is the extended data, dextension(k’) is a k’th element
in the extended data, dfre,shift is the frequency-domain shifted modulation data, and dfre, shift(k’) is a k’ th element in
the frequency-domain shifted modulation data.

14. The method according to any one of claims 9 to 13, wherein the sending preprocessing further comprises frequency
domain filtering or time domain filtering.

15. An apparatus, configured to implement the method according to any one of claims 1 to 14.

16. An apparatus, comprising a processor and a memory, wherein the memory stores instructions, and when the proc-
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essor executes the instructions, the apparatus is enabled to perform the method according to any one of claims 1 to 14.

17. An apparatus, comprising:

a processing module, configured to: perform modulation data processing on first modulation data whose length
is M1, to obtain second modulation data whose length is M2, wherein M1<M2, M1 and M2 each are a positive
integer, and any modulation data in the second modulation data is an element in the first modulation data; and
perform sending preprocessing on the second modulation data to obtain time-domain sending data of one
symbol, wherein the sending preprocessing comprises Fourier transform and inverse Fourier transform; and
a sending module, configured to send the time-domain sending data on the one symbol.

18. An apparatus, comprising:

a processing module, configured to: sequentially perform first phase shift and Fourier transform on first modu-
lation data whose length is M1, to obtain frequency domain data whose length is M1 ; perform cyclic extension
on the frequency domain data to obtain extended data whose length is M2, wherein M1<M2, and M1 and M2
each are a positive integer; perform second phase shift on the extended data to obtain frequency-domain shifted
data; and perform sending preprocessing on the frequency-domain shifted data to obtain time-domain sending
data of one symbol, wherein the sending preprocessing comprises inverse Fourier transform; and
a sending module, configured to send the time-domain sending data on the one symbol.

19. An apparatus, comprising a processor and a communications interface, wherein

the processor is configured to: perform modulation data processing on first modulation data whose length is
M1, to obtain second modulation data whose length is M2, wherein M1<M2, M1 and M2 each are a positive
integer, and any modulation data in the second modulation data is an element in the first modulation data; and
perform sending preprocessing on the second modulation data to obtain time-domain sending data of one
symbol, wherein the sending preprocessing comprises Fourier transform and inverse Fourier transform; and
the processor sends the time-domain sending data on the one symbol through the communications interface.

20. An apparatus, comprising a processor and a communications interface, wherein

the processor is configured to: sequentially perform first phase shift and Fourier transform on first modulation
data whose length is M1, to obtain frequency domain data whose length is M1 ; perform cyclic extension on the
frequency domain data to obtain extended data whose length is M2, wherein M1<M2, and M1 and M2 each are
a positive integer; perform second phase shift on the extended data to obtain frequency-domain shifted data;
and perform sending preprocessing on the frequency-domain shifted data to obtain time-domain sending data
of one symbol, wherein the sending preprocessing comprises inverse Fourier transform; and
the processor sends the time-domain sending data on the one symbol through the communications interface.

21. A computer-readable storage medium, comprising instructions, wherein when the instructions are run on a computer,
the computer is enabled to perform the method according to any one of claims 1 to 14.

22. A computer program product, comprising instructions, wherein when the instructions are run on a computer, the
computer is enabled to perform the method according to any one of claims 1 to 14.

23. A communications system, comprising the apparatus according to any one of claims 15 to 20.
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